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Foreword 
We have endeavored as well ts we have been able 
to criticise fairly the epistemology of Jaime Luciano 
Balmes from the standpoint of the teaching of St. Thomas 
Aqu1nas. The difficulties involved in acquiring a full 
appreciation of the writings of the Spanish philosopher 
have been great" and it is our hope that we have levelled 
no unjust criticism. Critical discussions of his philo-
sophy have been want1ng in this century" with a result 
that we have been forced almbst entirely to rely upon our 
own interpretation of his teaching. We trust that the 
reader will keep this in mind if he f1nds at any time that 
we have mis1nterpreted our philosopher. 
.... 
~J.J. 
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Introduction 
.,. 
1. The Life of Jaime Luciano Balmes: 
Jaime Luciano Balmes was born at Vich in the province of 
Catalonia" Spain" on August 28, 1810. While his parent:;! were 
poor, they were determined that he sh9,uld have an opportunity 
to become well-educated. It is said that his mother implored 
the intervention of St. Thomas of Aquin each morning at Mass 
.. 
that her son might obtain the gifts of sanctity and knowledge. 1 
He studied at the seminary of Vich from his seventh to his sUi-
teenth year, pursuing courses in Latin, rhetoric, philosophy 
and the prolegomena to theology. In 1826, he entered the Uni-
versity of Cervera,' where he read the Summa of St. Thomas and 
the commentaries upon it by Bellarmine, Suarez and Cajetanj 
and indeed of St. Thomas he says: "Every thing is to be found 
in St. Thomasj philosophy, religion, politics: his writings 
are an inexhaustible mine. II 
,... 
At first he confined himself al-
most totally to a reading of St. Thomas, but his purpose was to 
ground himself adequately for future pursuit in philosophical 
and theological studies.. Indeed, he had adopted this attitude 
in relation to his study: liThe true method of study is to read 
little, to select goOd authors, and to think much. If we pon-
fined ourselves to a knowledge of what is contained in books, 
the Sciences would never advance a step. Vfe must learn what 
others have not known. During my meditations in the dark, my 
thoughts ferment, and my brain burns like a boiling cauldron. n 
v 
It was with the foregoing ideal that he began to enlarge his 
sphere of knowledge by reading a great variety of authOPs. He 
received his licentiate at Cervera in 1833. After his elevation 
into the priesthood in his native village, he returned to the 
university as assistant professor. He continued to pursue his 
04; 
studies in theology and in civil and canon law, and received 
his doctorate 1B pompa. In 1834, he returned to Vich, where he 
purposed to mature, his. character a.n~ ~owledge. There he pro-
fessed mathematics, studied physics, read the classics, and 
wrote poems. 
His first literary effort was an essay on clerical celibacy 
written for the Madrileno Catolico prize; and this was followed 
shortly by his first book, which was entitled: Observaciones 
/ / 
sociales, politicas, Z economicas sobre 12! bienes ~ clero 
(1840). The political situation of his country, especially the 
clamoring of the revolutionary army under Espartero, led him to 
,... 
write another volume: Consideraciones sobre la situaci6n ~ 
N Espana. 
Besides his interest in the political problems which be-
sieged his country at the time, he maintained great interest in 
the spiritual welfare of his people, and the defence of the 
faith against heresy and rationalism. In 1840, he trans1~ted 
the maxims of St. Francis de Sales, and prepared a work of ad-
/ 
vanced instruction in catechism for children: ~ Religion 
N demonstrado !:! a1cance ~ los .;;.;;n.;;.;;1D;..;o.;..os_, which became very popular 
in Spain and South America, and was translated into English. 
vi 
He was elected a member of the academy of Barcelona in 1841, 
where he delivered an inaugural dissertation on Origina1ity. 
Meanwhile, he had completed another work which ,"Vas designed to 
counteract the influence of the lectures of Guizot on European 
Civilisation, and to neutralise the impetus for the success of 
'0, 
Protestantism under Espartero. This work appeared in Barcelona 
under the title of El Protestantismo comparado ~ el Catolic-
~ ~ ~ relaciones ~ ~ Civilizac~6n Europea (1844), and 
it has been translated into Italian, German and English. 
In Barcelona, meanwhile, he had collaborated with two 
friends, Roca y Cornet and Ferrer y Subirana, in editing the 
/ periOdical ~Qivilizac*on, but after eighteen months he re-
linquished his editorship that he might edit a publication of 
his Oi"Vn entitled La. Sociedad. He was forced into retirement, 
however, after the first year of its publication, during the 
bombardment of Barcelona by Espartero. He fled into the countr~, 
and during his state of refuge, he produced El Criterio, which 
is a very interesting volume of practical and readable logic am 
philosophy. / I Later on, he published his Cartas ! ~ eseptico. 
A national uprising overthreW' the government of Espartero, 
and the country was then divided between two parties whose rec-
onciliation was necessary for the peace and tranquility of' Spain., 
The adherents of the Queen Regent, Maria Christina, whose numb~ 
included chiefly the nobility and the bourgeoisie, had recognised 
the excesses of the revolutionary faction which they had called 
to their aid; but the Carlists, which numbered an imposing 
V J.J. 
majority from the lower classes, were in opposition to an abso-
lute monarchy. Balmes became a central figure in an attempt at 
arbitration. He was called to Madrid in 1844, where he edited 
a newspaper entitled El Pensamiento de la Nacion, whose work it 
was to denoucne the violent spirit of revolution, and instill 
respect for the religious, social and ~01itica1 inheritance of 
the Spanish people. He regarded the marriage of Isabella II 
with the eldest son of Don carlos as essential. The government, 
.. 
however, had resolved to offer the Queen in marriage to Don 
Francisco, the infanta to the Duke of Montpensier. This came as 
a severe shock to Balmes, who discontinued his paper, and re-
tired to a quiet life of philosophy and literature. 
I 
He repaired first to Barcelona, where the Filosofia Funda-
mental appeared in 1846. / The following year the Filosofia 
Elemental was completed at Vich. His health had by that time 
become rather poor, and he began to travel in an attempt to re-
,.... 
store hiID former energy. In France, he noted the intellectual, 
political and moral corruption. The result of his visit was his 
adherence to the policy of Pius IX in relation to the social 
ameliorations necessary in his brochure Pio Nino, which provoked . 
--
great opposition. He retired again to Barcelona, where he was 
admitted into the Royal Spanish Academy, and prepared a Latin 
I 
translation of the Filosofia Elemental at the request of Arch-
bishop Affre of Paris. He returned to Vich in Jifay 1848, where 
his health declined until his death on July 9 {)f that year. 2 
2. The Importance arid Genius of Balmes: 
V.I..I..1. 
Balmes, during his life and throughout the years that have 
succeeded his death, has been most highly regarded in Spain. 
This may be seen very evidently in the brief essay written upon 
the occasion of the centenary celebration of the birth of Balmes 
/ by the dis tinguished Spanish scholar, Men end es y Pelayo: 
IlDuring his life, unfortunately so ai-ief, but so rich and so 
harmonious, he was without exaggeration, the doctor and master Of 
his countrJ~en. Spain in its entirety thought with him, and his 
mastery continued after the tomb. How many did his books pre-
serve from the contagion of incredulity! In how many understand-
ings did he light the first flame of th~ speculative sciences! 
To how many did he show for the first time the cardinal princi-
ples of public ,Right, the laws of the Philosophy of History, and 
especially the rules of practical logic, the art of modest, sober 
thought, with continual application to the uses of life, with 
certain instinct of pppular morality! Through the clear form of 
his writings, reflections of the lucidity of his understanding, 
through the temperance of his sould, free of all violence and 
exaggeration, through the sane eclecticism of his open mind, 
Balmes was predestined to be the supreme educator of the Spain 
of his century, and in such a concept none ,surpass him. El..2E.!-
terio, El Protestantismo, his very Filosofia Fundamental were 
the rirs-c serIous bookS which the youth of' my tliiie read, and 
through them we learned' that there existed a difficult and tempt-
ing SCience, Metaphysics, and what were its principal problems. 
• • .Modern philosophy, even in what it has that most opposes 
our thinker, Kantian idealism and its derivations in Fichte an~ 
~chelling (although fram Hegel it obtained little notice--entered 
into Spain principally through the expositions and criticisms or 
~almes, which were prudent and conscientious within what he was 
~ble to read. His vigorous analytical talent supplied in part 
[the deficiencies of his information ••• fI (Translation our own).3 
~e foregoing tribute is one which can but rarely be given to 
~ny thinker, whether a countryman or not; but as we shall see, 
~almes is rather highly regarded in other countries, especially 
South America. To conclude our brief consideration of the esteem 
in which he is held by his countrymen, we may refer to the eulogy 
of Antonio Soler: "Hardly had Balmes died, when we all felt that 
ne constituted part of the national glory; we all believed our-
selves obliged to gather the remains of that great memory. "4 
In other nations, Balmes has received rather wide &tten-
tion, especially in South America and France, although to same 
extent in Germany, Italy and the United States. Blanche-Haffin 
gives the following brief summary of the expansion of the 
thought of Balmes into other nationsl ~ 
"At the same time the influence of the Spanish writer, we 
know well, has" extended far beyond the frontiers of his native 
land. In all Europe his principal writings are read, analysed, 
and take a place among the most importa~t documents for the 
cause of truth. In South America these works have attained a 
national popularity. For this immense region in which the Good 
and the Bad take part in our day, in a battle so lamentable and 
of which the issues unfortunately yet remain so doubtful, the 
language of Balmes is the language of the ancients; his thought 
is also the thought which ruled in a happier age. We recognise 
in this voice the echo of great doctors, who formerly made of 
the parent country the instructress of a neW world, the fruitful 
nurse of a rising civilisation." 5 
Thus both at home and abroad the thought of Balmes has become 
wide-spread, and even in our century his writings are prevalent 
especially in Europe and South America. 6 
The style of Balmes seems to us to have two phases: in dis-
cussing those subjects which concern the practical" aspects of a 
certain topic, he is generally very lucid; but in his philosoph-
ical and abstract writings, he seems to tend to become a trifle 
obscure. True, we may agree with Blanche-Haffin, who says that 
lithe true genius of Balmes, the distinctive character of his 
rltings, the stamp which places his thoughts and his writings 
apart, is his good sense. ft'1 His good sense, however, reminds us 
somewhat of Locke, for when Baames tries to be most philosophical 
e often plunges most deeply into rather obscure psychological 
considerations, and becomes too abstracted from the ontologicaL 
El Criterio, however, is rather an outstanding example o€ his 
-
simple and clear expression of questions of philosophy that 
hinge about the practical. Here his style .·is beautiful and 
clear, and his work possesses true genius; it is here that his 
bon sens is very apparent. 
--
.;, This, however, we must admit of all 
the writings of Balmes: that his writing in:·.itself is generally 
nlear, his criticism 1s excellent, and ~hat he endeavors as well 
as he 1s able to render his more obscure passages clear and 
concise. 
Notes to Introduction * 
.' 
1 cf. European Civilization: Protestantism ~ CatholiCity, 
Notice of the Author, pg.vii. 
2 cf. Catholic Encyclopedia, "Balmes ". 
I I </ 3 Ensayos de Critica Filosofica, X, Menendez y Pelayo: 
"Durante su Vida, por desgracia tan breve, pero tan 
rica amonica, fu', sin hip~rbole, el doctor y el maestro 
1 ;y I I de sus conc udadanos. Espana entera pensocon el, y su 
magisterio continud despues de la tumba. iA cuantos 
preser~aron sus libros del contagi! de la incredulidadJ 
iEn cuantos entendimientos encendi6 la primera llama de 
las ciencias especulativasJ iA cuantos mostro por primera 
I 
ves los principios cprdinales del Derecho publico, las 
leyes de la Fi~osofia de la Historia, y, sobre todo, las 
reglas de la 16gica prActica, el arte de pensar sobrio, 
modesto, con aplicacion continua & los usos de Ia vida, 
con instinto certero de moralista popularl Por la forma 
clarfsima de sus escritos, refeljo de ~a lucidez de su 
entendimiento, por la templanza de su animo, libre de toda 
I 
violencia y exageracion, por al sanD eclecticismo de su 
mente hospitalaria, Balmes estaba predestinado para sar el 
mejor educadO~ de la Espana de su siglo, y en tal concepto 
no le aventajo nadie. El Criterio, El Protestantismo, 
la misma Filosof1a Fundamental eran-ros primeros Ifbros 
serios que Ia juvent~ de mi tiempo leta, y por ellos 
aprendimos que existfa una ciencia diftcil y tentadora 
Metaffsica y cu&les eran sus principales problemas. 
I / 
• • .La filosoffa moderna, aun en 10 que tiene de mas 
opuesto d la doctrina de nuestra pensador, e1 idea1ismo 
kantiano y sus derivaciones en Fichte y Schelling (~uesto 
~~~n~~p!~:~t:l~~~z~~;~~~p~~i~~~~~se~t~~~~c:~ ~:P~~es, 
que fueron razonadas y conCienzudasdentro de 10 que e1 
pudo leer. Su vigoroso talento analltico supliO en parte 
las deficiencias de su informaci6n. • • • II 
I .' , 
4 Biografia, as quoted by Blanche-Raffin in Jacques Balmes,' ~ 
vie et ses ouvrages: 
tous quIll 
A 
crumeS tous 
, ... -
~A peine Ba1m~s eut expire~ nous sentimes 
faisait partie de la gloire nationale; nous 
obliges de recuei11ir les vestiges de cette grande memoire. JI 
, 
* All notes to the Filosofia Fundamental will be cited in black 
numerals; all other Dotes will be cited in red numerals. 
, \ 
5Jacques Balmes, sa vieet ses ouvrages, pg. 136,Blanche~Raffin: 
- rrEn mame tempS"'!'Tiifluence du publiciste espagnolr; on 1.e 
, I ...... 
sait assez, s est etendue fort au dela des frontieres de sa 
patrie~ Dans toute 1 'Europe, ses principaux ecrits sont lus, 
analyses, et prennent place parmi les documents les plus 
1mportants pour la cause de la v~rite. Dans l'Amerique du 
Sud, ces ouvrages ont conquis une popularite nationale. Pour 
cette region immense, dans laquelle le Bien et le 1~1 se 
livrent, de nos jours, un combat sj" lamentable, et dont 
1'issue, malheureusement, reste encbre s1 douteuse, la . 
.. A / langue de Balmes est la langue des ancetres; sa pensee est 
aussi l~ pensee qui regnait daI)s un age plus heureux. On 
reconnalt, dans cette vOix, l'echo des grands docteurs, qui 
firent autrefois de la merepatrie l' institutrice d tun monde 
nouveau, la nourrice feconde d'une !ivilisation naissante." 
ocr. Ensayo X, Men~ndez y Pelayo. 
7Jacques Balmes, sa vie et ses ouvrages, pg. l36,Blanche-Raffin: 
"Le vral gTnieae-na~s" la marque distinctive de ses 
, I , 
ouvrages, le cachet qui met a part ses pensees et ses ecrits, 
c 'est le bon sens. It 
--
-.L-
Chapter 1: 
The Fundamental Philosophy: Epistemological Terminology 
I 
The Fundamental Philosophy is rather a criticism of the 
errors found in various systems of mod~rn philosophy than a n~w 
.. y 
and complete system of thought in itself. Orestes A. Brownson, 
, 
in the Introduction to the English translation of the Filosofia 
Fundamental by Henry F. Brownson, says ~ flAs a refutation of 
Bacon, Locke, Hume, and Condillac, Kant, Fichte, Schelling, and 
Spinoza, it is a master-piece, and leaves little to desire."l 
Indeed, this statement is well-substantiated: "He sought to com-
bine scholastic teachings with modern thought and combined it 
critically with more recent philosophers, but he became an 
eclectic; ,,2 and, "One notes in him the refutation of the systems 
of Condillac, Kant, Schelling, and Lamennais. However, Balmes is 
not always faithful to the teaching of the Angelic Doctor.,,5 ~ 
In criticising others, Balmes is ontological, but in his 
own work he is almost psychological. 4 Indeed, he certainly does 
not seem to recognise the hierarchy of the sciences or the great I 
synthesis effected by St. Thomas; his interest lies rather in a 
combination of certain conflicting systems into a syncrasy. This 
view of Brownson is, of course, contrary to the view cited above 
/ in the Grosse Brockhaus and indeed to the view of Menendez y 
Pelayo, where Balmes is regarded as an eclectiC, but it never-
theless seems to be a better characterisation of the system of 
Balmes. We have noted in our brief summary of his life that 
.. 
-.:::-
Balmes tended to conciliate--his entire political efforts were 
directed immediately toward a reconciliation of the two .opposing 
factions in Spain. This attitude has carried over into his phil-
osophy, where he has been influenced especially by St. Thomas, 
/ Suarez, Descartes, Leibniz, and the Scottish School. Menendez y 
Pelayo gives the following interesting~thOught upon the Funda-
mental Philosophy: 
"His analytical faculties are superior to his synthesizing: 
perhaps he has not left a philosophica~construction which could 
be said to be entirely his own, but he has extraordinary novelty 
in details and in applications. St. Thomas, D3scartes, Leibniz, -
the Scottish School, very singularly,c0mbined, are the principal 
elements which integrate the Filosoffa Fundamental, but never-
theless, this book is a living organism, not a mechanical syn-
chronism. Balmes assimilated foreign thought with such vigor, 
that re-creating it, he puts into it his own life and personal-
ity, and makes it serve as new theories. There are occasions in 
which he appears to arrive at the peak of genius, especially 
when his religious faith and his metaphYSical talent concur in 
the same demonstration. But these flashes are not frequent: what 
surpasses in him is the powerful dialectic, the great art of 
controversy, which in his skilful hands Dever degenerates into 
s ophis try nor logomachy." (Tr. our own). I> 
And he continues with the following most interesting passage ~ 
which shows the relationship of the writings of Balmes with 
those of St. Thomas: 
"Balmes wrote before the scholastic restoration, and only in 
a very broad sense can it be said that his book pertains to it, 
because in reality it is an independent manifestation of Chris-
tian spirit. But there is no doubt but that he knew profoundly 
the doctrine of St. Thomas, and that he had him (St. Thomas) for 
his first and never-forgotten text. Expounding and vindicating 
him not only in the sphere of ideology, but in relation to the 
philosophy of law, ae did more for Thomism than many professed 
Thomists, and deserved the name of disciple or the Angelic 
Doctor more than many servile repeaters of the articles of the 
Summa; although he departs :from it in important pOints; even 
though he interprets others in conformity to the meaning of 
Suarez and other great masters of Spanish scholastiCism; even 
though he makes concessions to the Cartesian philosophy which 
today appear to us excessive. What there was perennial and deep 
-;J-
in the traditional teachings of the Christian schools took the 
form entirely of the biological sciences, occupied in the actual 
philosophical movement, a position analogous to that of~he 
modern school of Louvain, of which it is the undoubted precur-
s or. It ( Tr • our own). 6 
Thus, while he endeavors to follow fundamentally the sys-
tem of St. Thomas, we shall see several departures from that 
system. The failure to ~ecognise the hIerarchy of sciences is a 
serious flaw in a complete understanding of St. Thomas; and the 
intelligible species and the act·ing intellect, both of which he 
.. 
rejects, are very important to the epistemology of St. Thomas. 
But there is a psychological turn in the system of Balmes that 
is somewhat reminiscent of Locke. His nomenclature is also sim-
ilar to that used in the Lockean school. The second volume of 
the Fundamental Philosophy had, moreover, been condemned by 
Rome. The circumstances have been given in the work on Balmes 
written by A. de Blanche-Raffin: 
"The second volume of the Fundamental Philosophy had been de-
nounced at Rome by the congregation or the Index as tinged wit:ftP 
error. flI have read and reread the book, fI said Balmes to a 
friend. flI believe that there is in it no dogmatic error. How-
ever, whatever be my conviction in this regard, I shall not take 
up my pen to defend myself. If only one proposition is condemned, 
I shall renounce the entire edition and have it thrown in the 
fire. I shall announce at the same time, by the voice of the 
newspapers, my obedience to the decision of the Church. It Happiq,· 
the suspicion, hardly formed, vanished. The public was ignorant 
of this affair. In place of censures, the work of the Spanish 
doctor gathered lively praise at Rome." (Tr. our own).7 
We shall, of course, develop of criticism of the Funda-
mental Philosophy in the succeeding chapters of this work. Most 
of the critics of Balmes have either regarded him as original 
and satisfactory, or as eclectic or syncretistic; and indeed we 
I 
may agree with Menendez y Pelayo that "in spite of its title, 
-"+-
I 
the Filosofia Fundamental is not a complete treatment of the 
primary science, but a series of metaphysical dissertat1ons, for 
whose order and unity it is necessary to make some apologies." 
Our purpose is to discuss the epistemological elements in his 
system in the light of the writings of St. Thomas of Aquin. We 
shall endeavor to determine in what re~pects he is at variance 
with St. Thomas in his epistemology, rather than discuss the in-
trinsic value of what appears to us to be the "psychologyff of 
• 
Balmes. 
II 
We have considered it expedient at this point to introduce 
a few brief c~mments upon the terminology used by Balmes in his 
treatment of the theory of knowledge, with a view towards clari-
fying some of, the difficulties that must arise in considering a 
philosopher whose terms are frequently different from our own. 
As we shall note, there will be at least an occasional usage of 
terms in an entirely different sense from that of the Scholastk3. 
In the first place, there is some difficulty arising from 
the meaning of the Spanish word, certeza, which may be translat-
ed as meaning either certainty or certitude. Balmes, in his 
, 
notes to the first book of the Filosof1a Fundamental, clearly 
indicates that he is referring to what we should term certainty, 
rather than certitude: flCertainty is a firm assent to a real or 
apparent truth. Centainwis not truth, but it must at least have 
the illusion of truth. "1 From this, we assume that he means by 
INotes on Ch. I. 
-'1-
certeza, certainty as a subjective assent, rather than certi-
tude. 
.' 
He confuses, moreover, consciousness (conciencia) as a 
subjective state of simple awareness with consciousness as intr~ 
spection upon the objects as they exist in the intellect. This 
47 
will beco~e rather apparent in our discussion in Chapter II of 
this work of consciousness as a criterion of truth. 
Common sense (sentido comun) is ~derstood by Balmes as a 
law of the mind by which we give our assent to the truth of a 
proposition: 
ffI believe the expression common sense to denote a law of our 
mind ••• consisting in a nat~~al inclInation of our mind to give 
its assent to some truths not attested by consciousness nor dem-
onstrated by reason, necessary to all men in order to§atisfy 
the wants of sensitive, intellectual, and moral life.'~ 
This definition seems rather in accordance with the views of 
Hamilton and Reid, or with the rtIllative Sense" of Newman,ratha:' 
than with the accepted Thomistic understanding of "common sense. If ,.. 
St. Thomas regards the common sense as a potency of the soul 
which recognises a fundamental unity in the perceptions of the 
varttous s e1'lses iLn re:J.atltpl!l tp the SBJne pb~ect; S it is one of the 
four interior senses. 
Evidence (evidencia) in Balmes implies a relation, a com-
parison of terms which presupposes a judgment: "We find two 
things in every act where there is evidence: the pure intuition 
of the idea, and the decomposition of this idea into various 
lFund. Phil. I, 316. 
r -0-
conceptions accompanied with the perception of their mutual re-
lations. Ifl "Evidence has nothing to do with the test1mon,- of the 
senses, even in their intellectual part, wherein we judge that 
an external obj ect corresponds to the sensation. ,t2 While it is 
true that he admits that evidence requires a judgment, he seems 
"<7 
to separate the external object to a certain extent from the in-
tellectual judgment relating to the conforming of our mind with 
the objective truth. Evidence is rather.an affirmation or denial 
of the relation between two objects of thought, which have their 
basis in external reality. 
IJSensation (sensacion)," according to Balmes, "considered 
in itself is simply an internal affection, II but "it is almost 
- always accompanied by a judgment." This judgment that accompan-
ies sensation determines whether or not an internal affection 
has any cause in exterior reality. The senses may deceive us.3 
This definition of sensation stresses greatly the subjective 
element in sensation. On the contrary, St. Thomas regards the 
complete act of sensation to include the actualisation of the 
sense potency by the accidental form of the exterior object: the 
senses in seeking their proper object cannot deceive us. 9 Balmes 
does not seem to distinguish sensation from perception and cog-
nition. For h1m, 8S we have noted, sensation implies more than a. 
mere internal affection, but he does not proceed to distinguish 
perception and sensation. Perception, as we shall see, is con-
lFund. Phil. I, 241. 
2 -Ibid. I, 234. 
-
3 Ibid. II, 1. 
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fUsed by him with conception. 
The phantasm seems nearly always misunderstood by 13almes. 
He regards the Scholastics rather as idealists, as we shall note 
in our chapter on Intellection, claiming that they tend to con-
fUse seeing and knowing. Thus the phantasm and the idea as UD-
.'" derstood by the Scholastics appear to him to express merely a 
picture of the object rather than the object itself. In treating 
the Scholastic teaching he says: 
"In ideas which are images; these do not at all explain how 
the transition from the internal act to the obj ect is made. Ifl 
In the first place, an idea for the Scholastics is never 
an image. The idea is that by which we know the object itself; 
it is not the thing known but the means by which we know. Balmes 
constantly miSinterprets the meaning of St. Thomas in his use or 
the word, similitudo,lO which Balmes insists is mere analogy and 
not true science.2 
As we shall see, Balmes refuses to accept either the 
sensible or the intelligible species, probably for the precise 
reason that he regards them as merely approximating knowledge, 
or as merely analogous knowledge. The result is that he appears 
to be rather nominalistic in his treatment of the universal 
ideas. The universal takes the form of an indeterminate idea, as 
of being, necessary, contingent and the like;' and it is not im-
3Fund. Phil. IV, 90. 
--
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mediately applicable to an obj ect. All that we are able to at-
tain in this life is an incomplete idea of a thing, we c«D never 
penetrate to the essence of a thing. l Thus Balmes would seem to 
take all reality out of the universal idea by confusing it with 
a vague and indeterminate idea. He does not understand the real-
... ., 
ity which is characteristic of the universal as it is understood 
by St. Thomas,ll for in the teaching of the latter, the univer-
sal idea represents the very essence Of. the material reality as 
abstracted from the individuating matter by the acting intellec~ 
Thus we are able to abstract the essence of the thing even though 
we do not completely exhaust the relations inherent in the obj~ 
Balmes insists that we know things by intuition (intuici6n) 
and discursion (discurso). Intuition is an immediate apprehen-
sion of an object, and this may be either on the part of the 
senses or on the part of the intellect. Consciousness attests to 
an intuitive knowledge of reflection, comparison, abstraction, 
..... 
election and the like.2 He defines intuitive cognition as "that 
in which the subject is presented to the understanding, such as 
it is, and upon which the perceptive faculty has to exercise no 
function but that of contemplation. 1/3 Here, as is apparent 
throughout his work, he evidently means by perception, cognition 
or understanding. Intuition for him implies a direct o~eration 
of the intellect upon the object. He has difficulty, as we shall 
see in Chapter IV of this work, in rendering the object immater-
3Ibid. IV, 77. 
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ial in order that he might be able to intuit it, ~or he re~ses 
to accept the acting intellect as anything other than poetical. 
He reverts ultimately to the ~ecundity o~ the idea o~ being and 
the direct operation o~ God in order to expla1n how an immaterial 
faculty can intuit directly an object which is material. 
Discursive knowledge implies a fo~mation of the object by 
"uniting in one conception several partial conceptions If which 
take the place of the object. l Here again he detracts from the 
.. 
objectiveness of the ideas. 
Probably the greatest misuse of terms in Balmes arises from 
a confusion o~ the terms, p~rception (percepcion) and conception 
(conocimiento). For example: liThe objectivity o~ our ideas and 
the perception o~ necessary relations in a possible order: n2 "the 
idea o~ being is mingled in every intellectual l2erception; n3 and 
the like. These statements obviously re~er to conception as it is-
~nderstood by St. Thomas. On the other hand, as we have seen just 
,... 
above in relation to discursive knowledge, he uses conception in 
a manner that would be mare suitable in relation to the combinir.g 
/ 
of percel2tions in the imagination. Thus throughout the Filoso~ia 
Fundamental one is ~orced to distinguish at all times, by re~er­
~nce to the context, between perception and conception. His usage 
pf the two terms is con~sing. 
Indeed, throughout his entire philosophy, much care is 
~ecessary in order to interpret correctly the meaning which 
lFund. Phil. IV, 78. 
2Ibid. W;-170. 
3Ibid, V, 115. 
~ -lO-
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Balmes attributes to his terms. At best, we can say with cer-
tainty that they depart considerably rrom the usage which 
st. Thomas makes of certain terms; and indeed, it is often dir-
ficult to distinguish in what sense Balmes wishes his terms to 
be taken in divers parts of his work. 
-.L.L-
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6Ensayos: X, Men6ndez y Pelayo: / 
"Sus faculdades ana11t1cas supe~aban a las s1ntet1cas: 
qu1za'no ha dejado una construccion f110s0f1ca que pueda 
decirse enteramenta suya, pero t1ene extraord1nar1a novedad 
en los detalles y en las applicaciones. Santo Tomas, 
Descartes, Le1bn1z, la escuela esconcesa, muy singularmente 
comb1n~os, son los pr1nc1pales elements que 1ntegran la 
F110sof!a Fundamental, s~ embargo, este libro es un organ-
Ismo vlvlente, no un mecan1co s1ncret1smo. Balmes se as1m11a / . 
con tanto v1gor el pensam1ento ajeno, que vuelve a crea.rle, 
Ie 1nfunde v~da prop1a y personal y Ie hace servir ~ara 
nuevas terr!as. Ocasiones hay en que parece llegar a las 
alturas del gen10, sobre todo cuando su fe re11g10sa y su 
talento metaffs1co concurren iuna m1sma demostrac16n. Perc 
estos relampagos no son rrecuentes: 10 que sobress.le en 61 
es Is. pujanza d1al~ct1ca, el grande arte de la controversla, 
que en mano~ tan tonradas como las suyas no degenera nunca 
en 10gomaquJ.a n1 en soflsterfa. ft 
... 
6 Ibld.: 
- "Balmes escrlb16 antes de las restaurac16n escol~stlca, 
y s610 en sentido muy lato pue<le decirse que su 11bro 
pertenezca 4 ella, porque en realldad es una independlente , 
manlfestac~on des espirltuallsmo cristlano, Pero n9 cabe d 
que co~oc!a profundamente la doctrlna de Santo Tomas, y que 
la habJ.a tenldo por pr1mero y nunca olvldado texto. Exponl-
~ndola y vindicandola no s6~0 en la esfera ldeo16gica, sino 
en 10 tocante a la fl10sofia en las ley-es, hlzo m~s por el 
tomlsmo que puchos tomlstas de p,rofes16n, y merec16 el nom-
bre de discfpulo del D~ctor Ang~11co, mAs que muchos servllEfl 
repetldores de los artJ.culos de la Summa; aunque se apartase 
de ella en puntos 1mportantes; aunque Interpretase otros I , 
conforme a la mente de Suarez y otros grandes maestros de 1a 
I "'" , 7 escolastica espanola; aunque hiciese a la filosofJ.a cartes-/ 
lana concesione.s que hoy nos parecen excesivas. Lo que hab:1a 
de perenne y fecundo en la ensenanza tradlclonal de las 
escuelas cr1stiana~ tomo forma enteramente de las clenc1as 
b10l6g1cas, ocupar1a en el movimlento f110soflco actual una 
poslc1on an~loga d la de la moderna escuela de Lovaina, de 
-..1.'--
la cual es indudable precursor. • • fI 
.' 7 Jacques Balmes, ~ vie ~ ses ouvrages, pg. 130, xxxiv: 
- fite seconde volume ~la Philosophie fondamentale avait 
etff de'nonce a. Rome a la congri?gatlon de I t index, comme , 
entache d'erreur. 'J'ai lu et relu Ie livre,' disait Balmes 
a un ami. 'Je crois qulil ne sly trouve point dlerreur 
dogmatique. Cependant, quelle que soit ma conviction a cet 
egard, je ne prendrai point la plume pour me defendre. Si 
une seule proposition est condamnee, je retirerai' l'edition 
entiere et la ferai jeter au feu. Jtannoncerai en meme 
temps, par l~ voie des journaux, mon obeissance a. la de-
cision de l'Eglise. t Heureusement, Ie soupcon, 'a. peine 
forme(, stevanouit. Le public ignor~ cette affaire. Au ~ieu 
de censures, Ltouvrage du docteur ~spagnol recueillit a 
Rome de vifs eloges. n 
SCf. Sum. Theol. I, q. 78, a. 2. 
9Sum• Theo. I, q. 75, a. 6, corp.: "Sensus. • .circa proprium 
- obj ectum non decipitur. fl 
ocr. ~. Theol. I, q. 85, a. 2. 
lcr. The Intellectualism of Saint Thomas, Pierre Rousselot,S.J. 
Tt;r. by Pr. s. E. otMahony. Sfieed & Ward, N.Y. 1935). 
Chapter One, pg. 24 ff. 
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Chapter II 
Certitude and the Criteria of Truth 
The Filosofia Fundamental has its beginning in the quest 
of certitude, and it is upon the fact that we can have certitude 
that the entire work is founded: "All philosophical questions 
are in some manner involved in that of certainty.l When we have 
completely unfolded this, we have examined under one aspect or 
another all that human reason can conceive of God, man, and the 
universe. At first sight it may perhaps seem to be the simple 
foundation of the scientific structure; but in this foundation, 
if we carefully examine it, we shall see the whole edifice re-
presented; it is a plane whereon is projected, visibly and in 
fair perspective, the whole body it is to support.J~ Balmes pur-
poses therefore first to determine that certitude eXists, then 
to discuss its basis, and finally to shoVl the mode in which it :is 
aCqulred.3 A consideration of these pOints in the order in which 
Balmes discusses them shall constitute the first part of this 
chapter. 
I 
According to BaL~es, philosophy commences with an examin-
ation, by an affirmation, not with a denial: IlPhilosophy should 
begin by explaining, not by disputing the fact of certainty. If 
we are certain of nothing, it is ab~olutely impossible for us to 
~Cf. discussion of certitude and certainty in Ch. I. 
Fund. Phil. I, 2. 
3 IbId. -r;-;. 
advance a single step in any science, or to take any part what-
ever in the affairs of life. til Thus Balmes would not hava' us be 
entirely critical or sceptical in the beginning of our study of 
certitude. "Certainty is to us a happy necessity; nature imposes 
it, and philosophers do not cast off nature;'~ hence philosophy 
is concerned chiefly with the motives and the means of acquiring 
certitude rather than with questioning its existence. We cannot 
destroy the light in an attempt to define its nature: 
• • 
"Philosophy can propose to itself no more reasonable object 
than simply to examine the foundations of certainty, with the sole 
view of more thoroughly knowing the human mind, not of making a~ 
change in practice; just as astronomers observe the course of the 
stars, investigate and determine the laws to which they are syb-ject, without therefore presuming to be able to modify them.n~ 
~owever, as we shall see, rather than admit that our certitude ~ 
based fundamentally upon self-ev.ident principles corroborated by 
psychological reflection, he will say that assent is based upon 
an instinct or f1common senseI! rather than entirely upon evidence. 
IIcertainty does not originate in reflection; it is the spontan- .... 
eous product of man fS nature, and is annexed to the direct act of 
the intellectual and sensitive faculties. It is a condition ne-
cessary to the exercise of both, and without it life were a chaos j 
~e therefore possess it instinctively, and without any reflec-
[tion. n4 He proceeds to show that men by a natural instinct asseIt; 
[to the existence of external objects, to the testimony of author-
~ty, etc.: 
3Fund. Phil. I, 35 
4"'Ib1d. I, 16 
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"If any part of science ought to be regarded as purely spec-
ulative, it is undoubtedly the part which concerns certainty •• I 
Experience has in fact shown our understanding to be guiQ.ed by no 
one of the considerations made by philosophers; its assent, when 
it is accompanied by the greatest certainty, is a spontaneous 
product of a natural instinct, not of combinations-: it is a firm 
adhesion exacted by the evidence of the truth, the power of the 
internal sense, or by the impulse of ins~inct; not a conviction 
produced by a·series of ratiocinations.' 
A clear refutation of the opposition of~natural and philosophic 
certitude as asserted above by Balmes is given by John Rlckaby, 
S.J., in his First Principles of Kbowledge.1Balmes does not seem 
• to recognise that when philosophy and common sense are said to 
travel divergent roads, that philosophy is not co-extensive with 
all the practica.l discoveries "in many of which we know ~ 
things are, without knowing ~ they ar e; tI thus philos ophy has 
~ot yet been able to consider all the circumstances. Furthermore, 
in ordinary life we often arrive at a conclusion that is the re-
sult of several steps in reasoning in a manner that is almost 
spontaneous. "By dint of habit our mental associat1ibns become 
very nimble, and partly as a matter of direct memory, partly by 
the aid of dimly suggested inferences, our course is expedited. "2 
And finally, "as too much attention concentrated on the bodily 
functions may derange them, and as even the simple process of 
jumping a ditch may fail from exceSs of care to do it neatly; so 
~n attempt to think out a question in strict philosophic form may 
~eaden or misguide the energies of thought."3 There 1s no essen-
[tial divergence between the spontaneous and the systematised pro-
cess in arriving at a qonclusion; both should be mutually helpful~ 
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(As we shall see later, all our certitude is based upon evidence, 
.' whether immediate or mediate, and not upon an instinct, as Balmes 
would here have us imagine). 
Balmes now directs his search towards discovering the 
first principle of knowledge, and this he says may be understood 
in two senses: 
"As denoting one first truth from which all others flow, or as 
expressing a truth which we must suppose if we would not have all 
other truths disappear."l • 
He is concerned first with a search for one truth from which all 
others flow; and he answers ~ priori; "There is in reality, in 
the order of beings, in the universal intellectual order; but in 
the human intellectual order there is non.,,2 
He observes that Being is Truth, that God is the source of 
all truth;3 and that "if our understanding could ascend to the 
owledge of all truths, and embrace them in their unitw and in 
all the relations uniting them, it would see them after arriving 
at a certain height, notwithstanding their dispersion and divers-
ence as now perceived by us, converge to a centre, in which they 
nite. ,,4 In this latter point he cites the doctrine of St.Thomas 
hat God sees all things by means of one idea which is His 
ssence:5 
nIf we observe the scale of beings, the grades of distinction 
between individual intelligences, and the successive progress of 
3cience, the image of this truth will be presented to us in a 
'Very striking manner. One of the distinctive characteristics of )ur mind is its power of generalization, of perceiving the common 
In the various, of reducing the multiplex t06unity; and this is )roportional to its degree of intelligence." 
~F.1m.d. Phil. I, 38. ~Fund. Phil. I,40. ~. ~9. 'I5ICl. "I;"'7rl. ~Ibid. I, 42. i!5'I(i. I, 44. 
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But in the human intellectual order, there 1s no one truth from 
which others flow. 
.' 
This truth could not emanate from the senses, because 
"sensations are as va:rious as the objects which produce them; by 
them we acquire knowledge of individual and material things; but 
no one truth, source of all other truthS, can be found in any 
one of these, or the sensations proceeding from them."l Indeed, 
"although such a sensation were to exist, it could not serve as 
• the basis of any tlUllg in the intellectual order, for wlt.th sen-
sation alone it is impossible even to think;" and "sensations, 
so far from being able to serve as the basiS of transcendental 
science~ cannot serve of themselves alone to establish any 
science; because necessary truths cannot flow from them, since 
they are contingent facts.f~ 
Balmes distinguishes two kinds of truth, real and ideal: 
"we call facts, or whatever eXists, real truths; we call the 
necessary connection of ideas ideal truths ••• \Vhoever thinks 
eXists, expresses an ideal truth, for it does not affirm that 
there is anyone who thinks or exists, but that if there is any 
one who thinks, he exists; or, in other words, it affirms a 
necessary relation between thought and being. "3 These defini-
tions leave something to be deSired. In the first place, both of 
these truths may be contained in the definition of logical truth 
given by St. Thomas: "Veritas intellectus est adaequatio rei et 
intellectus secundum quod intellectus dicit esse quod est, vel 
11_ p' 4 
'+, ~I", .". I, :i£l.. 2~Ibia. I, 63. 
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non esse quod non est. "4 ("Verum enim est cumr:dicitur ~:se quod 
~stvel'pon esse quQdtllon est. Falsem autem est cum dicit.ur non 
esse quod est" vel eSse quod non est.")5 Further" the conformity 
in which truth consists does not consist in mere sense awareness 
or in mere intellectual awareness" but only when the mind judges 
affirming or denying a predicate of a srlbject. Real truth in 
Balmes seems to consist in an expression of the correspondence 
found between the subject and predicate ~f an ~ Eosteriori propo-
sition" and this correspondence would be contingent" depending 
upon the evidence of external facts. Ideal truth in Balmes seems 
to consist in the expression of the correspondence found between 
the subject and predicate of an a priori proposition" and here 
the connection would be necessary in that the predicate is con-
tained in or necessarily united to the subject. However" both of 
these are expressions of ideal or logical truth according to St. 
Thomas. Real truth is rather reality itself considered as con-
formed with its mental archetype in some intellect. 
It is true, of course" that mere facts could not present 
any truth from which ell others flow: "Take any real truth what-
ever" the plainest and most certain fact" and yet we can derive 
nothing from it if ideal truth comes not to fecundate it. We ex~ 
ist" we think" we feelj these are indubitable facts" but science 
can deduce nothing from them; they are particular contingent 
facts. 111 Thus in mediate reasoning there must be at least one 
premise whieh is a un:tversal proposition, else no correct con-
elusion could be drawn. 
There can, moreover, be no source of all truth to be 
found in any of the facts of consciousness; the philosophy of the 
me cannot discover this necessary truth from which all others 
-
floW: 
"The testimony of consciousness is sure and irresistible, but 
it has no connection with that of evidence. The object of the one 
is a particular and contingent fact; th~t of the other, a neces-
sary truth. That I now think, is to me dbsolute1y certain; but 
this thought of mine is not a necessary but a decidedly contin-
gent truth; for I miSht never have thought, or even existed: it 
is a purely individual fact, is confined to me, and its existence 
or non-existence in nowise affects universal truths. Ifl 
Here again there seems to be an element of subjectivism, for the 
relation of any fact to the intellect must contain a conformity 
of the intellect to the thing, and the ~ becomes here its own 
object: the criterion of truth is objective evidence. However, 
he continues to say that 
lithe true light is found in obj ectivity, for it is properly .... 
the object of knowledge. The me can neither be known nor thought, 
save inasmuch as it makes itseIr its own object, and consequently 
places itself on a level with other beings subject to intellect-
ual a~tivity, which operates only by virtue of objective truths •• 
• •• Science may find a restin¥r-point in the ~ itself as sub~ ject, but no point of departure. ~ 
Here, in what seems to be in opposition to the foregoing, he 
seems to favor objectivity as a means of attaining truth. He sup-
ports this argument in saying that "to pretend that truth has its 
source in the subj ective~, is to begin by supposing the me to 
llf1t,I,;, I, 70. 
2 Ibid • I, 71. 
3Ibid. I, 72. 
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be absolute, 1nv1n1te be1ng, the origin of all truths, and the 
reason of all beings; whLch is equivalent to making philDsophy 
commence by deifying the human understanding. But as one individ-
ual has no more right to this deification than another, to admit 
it is to establish a rational pantheism, which. .is nearly, if 
not quite, identical with absolute pant'heism. ttl He proceeds to 
criticise' thoroughly Fichte and other Germans, f~ho attribute an 
altogether unmerited importance to subj ective philosophy":2 
• 
"Men cannot think without thinking something, desire without 
desiring something, feel without feeling aomething, or reflect 
upon internal acts without fixing his reflection upon something. 
mpene is some determination in every act of consciousness: an act 
perfectly pure, abstracted from everything, and wholly indeter-
.inate, is impossible, absolutely impossible; subjectively, be-
cause the act of consciousness, although considered in the sub-ject, requires some determination; objectively, because such an 
act is inconceivable as individual, and consequently as existing, 
since it offers nothing determinate to the mind.f~ 
In spite of all this, hvwever, we shall see that Balmes makes 
consciousness a criterion of truth. 
Balmes pauses in his search for the one truth which is twe 
source of others to discuss the problem of representation. Our 
treatment of this we shall reserve for our chapter on Ideas. He 
continues, however, to note that no one ideal truth, as he de-
ines it, can be the sourCe of all truth: 
flThe ideal truth, apart from the fact, remains purely obj ect~ 
ve in the logical world, and has no means of descending to that 
f·exis tences .lj.. • To pass from the logical world to that of real-
ty, all that is required is a fact to serve as a bridge. If this 
act be offered to the understanding, the two banks are joined, 
1Fund. Phil. I, 75. 
2--Ibid. I, 80. 
3Ibid. I, 81. 
4 Ib'id. I, 138. 
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and science commences l ••• General truths, of themselves, even 
in the purely ideal order, lead to nothing, because of the inde-
terminateness of the ideas which they contain; and, on tke other 
hand, particular truths or themselves prOduce no result, because 
they are limited to what they are, ~ng reasoning. • impossible. 
Light results from the union of one with the other.2 ••• There 
is for us in ~e ideal order no one truth, the origin of all 
other truths. tI 
Thus Balmes concludes that since. there is no one truth 
"7 
from which other truths flow to our intellect in this life, "evi-
dently there must be a resting-point. If asked the reason of an 
assent, we must at last come to a fact ~ a proposition, beyond 
which we cannot go; for we cannot admit the process ad infini-
tum. ,,4 He proceeds in his search, therefore, to find those prin-
- . 
ciples which may be regarded as fundamental. He reduces the fund-
amental principles to three: 1). Descartes 1 principle, flI think, 
therefore I a.mtr~ 2). the principle of contradiction; and 3). the 
Cartesian principle, "Whatever is contained in the clear and dis-
tinct idea of any thing, may be affirmed of it with all certainty.'!) 
The first of these he regards as a simple and necessary .... 
fact which is indispensable to our knowledge" and in this we may 
agree with him. "OUr ex1stence cannot be demonstrated: we have 
so clear and strong a consciousness of it that it leaves us no 
uncertainty; but it is impossible tp prove it by reasoning."6 
The principle of contradiction "is a law of all intelli-
gence; it is of absolute necessity for the finite as for the in-
finite; not even the infinite intelligence is beyond this neces-
lJLZ' I, 139. 4Ibid • I" 144. .•. 2FUnd·. Hlil. I, 141. 5:I6Id. I" 161. ~Ib!d. I" 142. 6!b!d. I" 163. 
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sity, for infinite perfection cannot be an absurdity. Every fact 
of consciousness as purely individual" relates only to t~e being 
that experiences it; neither the order of intelligences, nor 
that of truth suffers any mutation from my existence or non-
existence. lll This principle, according to Balmes, "is known only 
by innnediate evidence.,,2 
He reduces the third principle to the principle of evi-
dence: Whatever is evident is true: ItEvident is the same thing 
as clearly~" as offered to the intellect in a most lucid man-
ner. True is the same as conformity of the idea with the object3• 
• • .We hold that the principle of evidence can be based on no 
other principle" and that, consequently, it has the first mark 
of the fUndamental principle. If it fails, all other principles 
•• fail with it."4 Thus we see that Balmes ultimately is forced 
to admit that the ultimate motive of certitude is evidence. The 
principle of Descartes is a simple fact of consciousness; and his 
, .... 
two remaining principles are dependent upon objective evidence. 
It is rather difficult to determine why he does not admit direct-
ly that the ultimate motive and the ultimate criterion of knowl-
edge is objective evidence. He insists, however, upon conscious-
ness and common sense as criteria of truth" along with evidence. 
A consideration of each of these criteria will be presented in 
the second part of this chapter. 
1 ''D 2 4 F":',N~. I" 1. 
2Ibid. I" 211. 
3Fund. ~. I, 221. 
4Ibid. I, 223. 
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II 
According to the Scholastic system. the only ult~ate 
criterion of truth is objective evidence. As We have noted above 
truth depends upon the conformity of our intellects with the 
things of reality: 
"Cum •• omnis res sit vera secundum quod habet propriam formam 
naturae suae. necesse est quod intellectu'. in quantum est 
cognoscens. sit varus in quantum habet similitudinem rei cognit 
quae est forma ejus in quantum est cognoscens; et propter hoc per 
conformitatem intellectus et rei veritaq definitur ~ unde conform-
itatem istam cognoscere. est cognoscere-Veritatem. . 
For a criterion to be of value. it must be such that it 
assures the conformity of our intellects with the real object of 
cognition. Balmes. however. admits three criteria of certitude 
in knowledge: (1) the criterion of consciousness; (2) the criter-
ion of evidence; and (3) the criterion of common sense. or intel-· 
lectual instinct.? 
(1) The criterion of consciousness: 
According to Balmes, consciousness is that criterion by 
which we know what we experience, not· that we experience some 
thing: 
"The testimony of consciousness includes all phenomena, either 
actively or passively. realized in our soul. It is by its nature 
purely subjective; so tha.t in itself conSidered, apart from the 
intellectual instinct and the light of evidence. it testifies 
nothing with respect to objects. By it we know what we experien~ 
not what is; we perceive the phenomenon, not the reality; wbat 
authorizes us to say: such a thing appears to me; but not, sucha 
thing is. "1 . 
From this. it seems rather evident that Balmes is unwilling to 
grant that any objective certitude may be attained through the 
lFund. Phil. I. 225. 
medium o~ th~s or~t~~on. The only value o~ consciousness lies 
in a passive awareness that something ~s present to it; .thus he 
distinguishes between experiencing somet~4ng internal" and know-
tng that any reality corresponds to that experience. Balmes 
seems to con~se the mere state of consciousness with the activ-
ity o~ introspect·ion. \7e do not know a~ thing unless it is one 
with us--we know the thing by becoming one with it. Thus we do 
not know the phenomenon" but Vle know the reality by a modifica-
• tion of the ego in which the thing itself acts upon our sensitive 
or intellective potenCies. 
Two varieties o~ consciousness are distinguished by him: 
direct consciousness" which is the presence of any phenomenon of 
the soul to the mind;l and reflex consciousness" which denotes a 
perception of a perception" is "the act whereby the mind explic-
itly knows any phenomenon which is realized in it. ,,2 The second 
dr the~~ is also referred to as apperceEtion" for in hearing a 
..... 
nOise" beside the fact that one hears" he is aware also that he 
thinks that he hears. We must insist" however" that the mind 
knows the thing" and not the species" much less the phenomenon: 
"species intelligibilis se habet ad intellectum" ut id quo 
intell1git intellectus: non autem ut id quod intelligitur" nisi 
secundario: res cnim" cujus speCies intelligibilis est simili-
tudo" est id quod primo intelligitur. fiB 
Balmes admits"however" that all exact sc~ences have eman-
~ted from a knowledge of objects and their relations rather than 
lFund. Phil. I" 225. 
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from a mere Subject1ve consideration.l Thus "consciousness is the 
foundation of the other criteria, ~ as a proposition wbtch 
serves as their basis, but as a fact which is a necessary condi-
tion of them all.t~(Italics our own). In order to prove this, he 
~esorts to the formula: 11 appears to ~, as expressive of the 
testimony of consciousness, and says tMt "consciousness tells us 
that we see the idea of one thing contained in the idea of 
another. "3 
We admit, of course, that in order for a thing to be knovrn 
in this life there must be a recipient of knowledge; nevertheless, 
it seems that Balmes includes under flconsciousness" more than we 
would ordinarily admit: one reality cannot be conta.ined in an-
other. Consciousness first raakes us aware that something exterior 
to the mind is in some manner affecting us, and this is all that 
consciousness alone is able to make us aware of. The reflex con-
sciOusness might more appropriately be termed reflection or 
introspection, which implies that the acts or states of the mind 
are considered as Objects to be examined--the exercise of self 
consciousness.9 This certainly is not subjective in the sense 
that the mind has no object separate from itself upon which it 
jUdges, for in the instance of reflection, the mind becomes its 
own Object. \Vhile attention and reflection are, of course, not 
separate POVlers 6 but divers functions of the same intellectual 
faculty, it is well for our purpose to distinguish them. Thus 
1.'·· T 2.!:.d!. . -- ~ 230. 
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consciousness cannot tell us that the idea of one thing is con-
tained in the idea of another. This requires a judgment ~f the 
intellect based upon the objective content of the two ideas. 
"Evidence, If moreover, "has nothing to do with the testi-
mony of the senses, even in their intellectual part, wherein we . 
judge· that an external obj ect correspon'"ds to the sensation .'Jt1 
This is obviously false, since we can judge that an external ob-
ject corresponds to a sensation only by.the evidence which the 
. ,.. 
object presents to our senses. This is a reference to the 
lIintellectual instinct, ff hOVlever, which "makes us believe what-
ever is evident to be true. fI Yle shall continue at length upon 
this topic when we consider this "common senseo or "intellectual· 
instinct." 
He continues to tell us that "we continually have the 
representation of the external subjectively conSidered, asa 
pure phenomenon in our soul, although no real object corresponds 
.... 
to it,tt2 and he cites the example of the illusions that appear 
to the mind during sleep. Even these, however, require some ex-
ternal cause. We must remember that in perceiVing, the potenCies 
of our sense faculties are actuated by the accidental forms of 
the external objects perceived; hence the external object is 
thus far received into us, for the forms received by the sense 
potenCies are the same as those accidental forms in the objects. 
Thus in ftthe illusions of sleep" the imagination is able to com-
bine those accidental forms of the real external objects in 
2 Ibid • 
-
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various manners. Therefore, the accidental forms of the real ex-
ternal obj ects are the objects to which "the phenomena iB' the 
soul" correspond. 
Balmes seems to separate consciousness almost completely 
from objective reality: "we perceive the phenomenon, not the 
reality,lf flwe know \vhat we experience, ffot what is,'' etc. Thus 
consciousness for him, instead of presenting evidence of the self 
becomes a subjective criterion of certit~de. According to St. 
Thomas, the mind can ascertain directly that it exists by becom-
ing cognizant of itself in its acts: 
"Quantum igitur .ad actualem cognitionem qua aliquis considerat 
·se in actu animam habere, sic dico quod anima cognoscitur Pf 
actus suos. In hoc enim aliquis percipit se animam habere e 
vivere, et esse, quod perc1pit se sentire et intelligere et alia 
hujusmodi vitae opera exercere." 10 
According to St.Thomas, object1ve evidence 1s necessary 
in determining the very nature of the human soul, and the evi-
dence for consciousness is dependent to some extent upon percep-
,.. 
tion and cognition based upon external realities: 
"Qu1a connatura.le est intellectu1 nostro secundum statum 
praesentis vitae quod ad materialia et sensibilia respiciat. • • 
consequens est ut sic seipsum intelligat noster, secundum quod 
fit actu per species a sensibil1bus abstractas per lumen intel-
lectus agentis, quod est actus 1psorum intell1g1b111um; et eis 
mediantibus intell1git intellectus possibilis. Non ergo per 
essentlam suam, sed per actum suum se cognoscit intellectus nos-
ter; et hoc dupliciter: uno quidem modo particulariter, secundum 
quod Socra.tes vel Plato percipit se habere a.nimam intellect1vam 
e~c hoc quod percipit se intelligere. Alio modo in universali, 
secundum quod naturam humanae mentis ex actu intellectus consid~ 
amUSe •• Est autem differentia inter has duas cognitiones. Nam 
ad primam cognitionem de mente habendam sufticit ipsa mentis 
praesentia, quae est principium actus, ex quo mens percipit 
seipsam; et ideo dicitur se cognoscere per suam praesentia.m. Sed 
ad secundum cognitionem de mente habendam non sutficit ejus 
praesentia, sed requ1ritur diligens et subtilis inquisitio. Ubde 
et multi na.turam animae ignorant, et multi etiam circa naturam 
,. ""imae erraverunt. Propter q::-AugustinuB dicit, lOde Trin. 
, I (cap .. 9, in princ .. ), de tali inquisitione mentis: .!!2E velut 
, absentem se quaerat mens cern ere; sed praesentem se cure~ dis-
Cernere; Id' est, cogIi'Os'"C'ere differentiam suam ab BIlls rebii'S'f 
quod est cognoscere quidditatem et naturam suam .. I'll 
Balmes wuuld have us regard consciousness as the founds.-
tion of all other criteria. He believes that evidence cannot be 
"<7 
abstracted from the subjective elements in consciousness. However 
he seems to give to the psychological element a little too much 
emphasis .. We must remember that our sear .... ch is for certitude which 
is an assent to the truth of one of two propositions, on prudent 
and sufficient grounds .. Truth lies in the conformity of our mind 
to the object known, and the evidence of this conformity or lack 
of conformity to the object causes us to assent to one of two 
propositions. Truth lies in conformity, and certitude rests upon 
the clear recognition of this conformity. Conformity of the mind 
can only be to an object, whether the object be the mind itself 
or whether it be completely external to the mind .. Hence concious-
ness itself presents evidence of some thing which is objective, 
and if the consciousness of self is the thing thought of, it is 
itself an object of thouSht presenting evidence of itself. 
,.. 
We may agree that consciousness is a necessary prerequis-
ite of certitude, insofar as consciousness denotes all the modes 
of our mental life, and insofar as certitude can be had by us as 
inte11i8ent beings. But in regard to the objectiveness necessary 
for certitude, Balmes himself states: 
"We believe that if the obj ectiveness of ideas be denied, not 
only all science, but also all consciousness is annihilated; and 
here sceptics are guilty of an inconsequence; for, while they 
deny the objectiveness of some ideas, they admit that of others. 
r 
r--
No consciousness .. proiFlyso called .. can exist .. if' this object-
iveness is destroyed. 
.' Here Balmes, himself' admits indirectly the necessity of' objective 
evidence as the source of' all certitude; and indeed.. this is ob-
viOUS :from the f'or egoing s tat ement of' St. Thomas .12 Cons cious-
ness itself' cannot come about without 0ijective evidence; hence 
consciousness is not the f'oundation of' the criterion of' evidence .. 
put evidence is the ultimate criterion of' certitude • 
.. 
(2) The criterion of' evidence: 
Balmes distinguishes immediate evidence .. which requires 
only an understanding of' the terms; and mediate evidence .. which 
. 
~equires reason1ns.2 He does not employ the scholastic division 
Iwh:J;,ch;"also distinguishes an existential and an essential evidenca 
rhere are three characteristics of' evidence according to him: 
necessity .. universality .. and a more essential characteristic 
which is "that the idea of' the predicate is f'ound contained in 
, ... 
~hat of' the subject. n3 This latter is that by which immediate 
evidence "is distinguished :from the criteria of' consclflousness and 
pommon sense;" and even in mediate evidence the "idea of' the 
predicate may be contained in that of' the subj ect. n4 
Evidence involves a relation.. f'or it implies a comparison .. 
"hich presupposes a judgment: "We f'ind two things in every act 
~here there is evidence; the pure intuition of' the idea .. and the 
~ecomposition of' this idea into various conceptions accompanied 
lFund. Phil. I .. 246. 2--Ibid. I.. 239 .. 
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r vv1th the perception of their mutual relations."l Without pausing 
to discuss the non-Scholastic usage of terms in the foreioing 
passage, we note that this is true or essential evidence which 
1S concerned with the essential relations between abstract as-
pects of reality. Indeed, as Balmes says, we do not call a term 
evident, but only a proposition: lithe pi'oposition expresses the 
judgment, that is, arfirms or denies that one conception is con-
tained in another, which, in the present matter, supposes de-
.. 
composition of the entire conception.t~ Thus we may agree with 
Balmes when he says: ffIzmnediate evidence is the perception of 
identity between various conceptions, separated by the analytical 
power or the intellect.3 •• Evidence. ..finds in the conception 
analyzed whatever was placed in the principle or was contained in 
it. Hence the necessity and universality or the object of evi-
dence, inasmuch as, and in the manner, in which it is expressed 
by the idea. u4 Thus far, we would agree with Balmes in his dis-
cuss ion of immediate evidence. 
The succeeding chapters which deal with the objective 
value of ideas and the "perception n of identity are scarcely as 
acceptible as those which deal with 1nnnediate evidence. As far as 
we are able to discern, his difficulty lies runda~entally in his 
failure to recognise the true reality of the universal--there-
sult of which is that he seems to tend towards nominalism. The 
iscussion of the objective value or ideas is so interwoven with 
lFund. Phil. I, 241. 
2 Ibid • 
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subjectivism that it is difficult to determine in just what 
respect he relies upon the objectivity of evidence as a ~iterioD 
of truth. As we have seen, of course, he insists that the object-
iveness of ideas is necessary even for consciousness, but after 
an examination of his discussion of that objectiveness of ideas, 
we find difficulty in determining to juNt what extent his criter-
ion of evidence is really objective. These pOints.we shall con-
sider more fully in the ensuing discussi~n. 
Before we enter into a consideration of evidence as a 
criterion in Balmes, let us cite a passage found in his discus-
sion of evidence which seems to indicate his opinion upon the 
universal: 
II (The) difference between the purely ideal and the real order 
did not escape the scholastics. They were accustomed to say that 
there was no science of contingent and particular, but only of 
necessary and universal things. In the place of contingent sub-
stitute reality, since all finite reality is contingent; and 
instead of universal put ideal, since the purely ideal is all 
universal; and IOU will have the same doctrine enunciated in 
distinct words. 'l ~ 
The foregoing passage certainly does not seem to indicate that 
Balmes recognised the reality of the universal: it tends to in-
dicate that the universal is opposed to the real. However, accord I 
ing to st. Thomas: "The noblest v:ray of possession or having a 
thing is to possess it in a non-material manner, yet formally, 
which is the definition of knowledge. II 13 This failure to recog-
nise the reality of the universal is probably the source of the 
difficulty with Balmes in his inability to accept evidence alone 
as the criterion of certitude, for as we shall see, he seems to 
lFund. Phil. I, 312. 
give adequate proDf that evidence is sufficient as a criterion, 
and yet he will not admit evidence alone. 
.' 
There seems also to be a latent subjectivism and nominal-
ism also in his discussion of the reduction of cognitions to the 
"perception" of identity. He appears to us to stress too greatly 
the importance of reasoning alone in co~structing science: 
lilt is neither contrary to conunon sense nor false to say that 
all cognitions of mathematicians are perceptions of identity, 
which, presented under different conceptions, undergoes infinite 
variations of fQrm, and so fecundates t~ intellect and consti-
tutes science.JI.L 
In answering the synthetic judgments of Kant, moreover, we 
find the following: 
"Vl1thout experience we have only the conception of the thing. 
We do not pretend that all propositions express such a relation 
between the subject and the predicate, that the conception of 
the former will always give that of the latterj but we do hold, 
that the reason of this insufficiency is the incompleteness of 
the conception, either in itself, or in relation to our compre-
hension. But if we suppose the conception complete in itself, and 
a due capacity in our intellect to understand whatever it con-
tains, we shall find in the conception all that can be the ob-j ect of science. ''2 ,.. 
The two foregoing passages seem to us to indicate an undue stress 
of mere reasoning without very evident reference to reality. 
Certainly, they do not indicate a very great understa.nding of St •. 
Thomas' idea of the universal, and in what manner we arrive at 
the perfect act which comprises all that we can know of an ob-
j ect).4 
Balmes, however, recognises that we must extend beyond 
the mere subjective order in order to have certitude: "To ask 
lFund. Phil. I, 269. 
why the criterion of' evidence is legitimate, is to ask why this 
proposition: 'whatever is evident is true;' it is to raise the 
question of the obj ectiveness of ideas. "1 He shows that conscious 
neSS will not permit us to doubt that things appear to us, but 
that our difficulty lies in the basis from which he begins his 
search of the foundation of the criterlo~ of evidence: 
!TWe do not believe any satisfactory reason can be given for 
the veracity of the criterion of evidence, although it is im-
possible not to yield to it. The connect~on, therefore, of' evi-
dence with reality" and consequently, th~ trans.ition from the 
idea to the object" are primitive facts of our nature" a neces-
sary law of our und~standing, the foundation of all that it 
contains,,--a foundation which in its t~rn rests, and can rest 
only on God, the Creator of our soul.' . 
He proceeds to show therefore" that to resist that "internal 
necessity" is to destroy the very consciousness of the soul" 
since "the identity of a being which endures and is the same 
throughout the changes succeeding it" is necessary to the con-
sciousness of our own ego. Indeed" without obj ective truth Itall 
certain recollection even of internal phenomena, and by a legit-
imate consequence, all reasoning, judgment, and thought, are 
impossible. n3 
According to Balmes, we could not recollect past acts un-
less they were connected with the present act and correspond to 
the idea presenting them to us. Reasoning" moreov~" supposes a 
succession of acts, and if the recollections were destroyed" 
there could be no reasonins.4 Judgments of immediately evident 
propositions which did not relate to the :immediate "act of the 
lr,;,~~. I, 245. 
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soul tf would be impossible at the very instant the jUdgment was 
ronounced J and mediate evidence J requiring reasoningJ c'Q1Jld not 
• 
existJ for the succession could not be known With certainty with-
out objective truth. l Even sensations could not be reflected uPon 
since objective truth would be wanting: 
"The reflection upon the act is not "tiPe act itself. One is the 
object of the otherj they are not identicalJ and are often found 
separated. IfJ then J there were no objective truthJ reflections 
would be imposs ible. "2 
And indeed the present consciousness of ~he ~ would be destroy_ 
ed J because "the me thinking knows the ~ only as abject. Il) 
Thus in all the acts of knowledge J from the consciousness 
of the self to the acts of judging and reasoning J objective evi-
dence is necessary accordin{s to Balmes. There is,, however J this 
strange paradox: ifJ m he saysJ objectiveness of ideas is neces_ 
sary even for the consciousness of the selfJ since the me is 
-
considered as an object of lrnowledge J why must we admit the cri-
terion of consciousness? And aBain J while he says that the Ver-
acity of evidence cannot be shown conclusivelYJ nevertheless J he 
himself proceeds to show that objective evidence is absolutely 
necessary for us to be certain of anything. Thus it seems to us 
t~at using merely the demonstrations which he himself has pre-
sented they are sufficient to show that evidence, rather than 
consciousness or an intellectual instinct, is the ultimate cri-
terion of truth. 
(3) The criterion of common Sense: 
In,'~discussing the criterion of common senseJ Balmes first 
IF~.P;,. I, 257. 2 Ibid • I, 3~. I J 261. 
-r -/~-. " " distinguishes the sense in which he understands "connnon sense: 
ttl believe the expression common sense to denote a la.' of our 
mind, apparently differinb accordIng to the different caseS to 
which it applies, but in reality and apart from its modificatio~ 
only one, always the same, consistinb in a natural inclination of 
our mind to bive its assent to some truths not attested by con-
sciousness nor demonstrated by reason, necessary to all men in 
order to satisfy the wants of sensitive, intellectual, and moral 
life. "1 
... ., 
He understands that sense excludes all reflection, reasoninb, and 
combination, and that common "excludes all individuality, and 
shows the Object of common sense to be ~neral to all men ••• No 
internal phenomenon, however extrava~ant, is ever said to be op-
posed to common sense. u2 
This determination of the meaninb of "common sense" is, of 
course, not at all similar to what St.Thomas means by the sensus 
communis: 
ftDiscernere album a dulci non potest neque visus, neque bus-
tus; quia oportet quod qui inter aliqua discernit, utrumque 
cobnoscat. Unde oportet ad sensum communem pertinere discretionis judiCium, ad quem referantur, sicut ad communem terminum, omnes 
apprehensiones sensuum, a quo etiam percipiantur actiones sensu~ 
sicut cum aliquis videt se videre. "15 
It is rather more strikinbly similar to the discussion of common 
sense as presented by Thomas Reid: 
"Common sense is that debree of judbment which is common to 
men with whom we can converse and transact business ••• The phi~ 
osophical meanine corresponds perfectly with the account which -
r~. Locke and other modern philosophers 6ive of jud6ment, For if 
the sole province of the senses, external and internal, be to 
furnish the mind with the ideas about which we judoe and discern, 
it seems to be a natural consequence, that the sole province of judbment should be to compare those ideas, and to perceive their 
necessary relations ••• This inward libht or sense is biven by 
Heaven to different persons in different debrees. There is a 
lFund. Phil. I, 316. 
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certain degree ot it which is necessary to our being subjects ot 
law and government, c~pable ot managing our own attairs, and 
answerable tor our oonduct towards others. • • n 1.6 • 
The influence of Reid, and his. tollowers ll among whom we ma,. name 
Oswald II Beattie and Stewart, seems to have led Balmes to give 
rather undue importance to the usage 01' "common sense" which is 
a blind instinct inherent in us and whdse judgment is intallible. 
Atter his detinition 01' common sense, Balmes proceeds to 
designate various cases 10 which the ex:rcise 01' this instinct 
may arise: in the case of truths 01' immediate evidence, although 
this is disputable, of the tirst intellectual and moral princi-
ples, of the objectiveness of ideas and sensations, of the 
weight of human authority, and at arguments by analogy. To these 
we may note his consideration of the instinct of faith as pre-
sented in Chapter tive of Protestantism and CatholicitZ' 
In truths that are immediately evident "the understanding 
neither does nor can prove them, and yet it must assent to 
them. • .Here, then, we tind all that is comprised in the defin-
ition of common sense: the impossibility of proDf, an intellect-
ual neceslty, which must be satistied by assent ll and an irresist. 
ible and universal inclination to give this assent."l 
According to Balmes, the natural inclination to assent "is 
not l~ted to the subjective value of ideas; it also extends to 
their objective value II " and this objective value is not directly 
demonstrable a priori. "It is then necessary to assent to the 
objectiveness of ideas and we find within ourselves an irresist-
lFUnd. Phil. I, 311. 
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ible and universal inclination to such an assent. "1 This is also 
true in relation to the objective ideas even in the mora~ order: 
"The soul, endowed as it is with tree will, needs rules for 
its direction: if first intellectual principles are necessary in 
order to know, moral principles are not less so in order to will 
and work. What truth and error are to the understanding, good am 
evil are to the will. -,.It is not enough in the intellectual 
order to know, but it is also necessary. to act, and one of the 
principles of action 1s perception by tne senses; so moral trutbs 
are not only known but felt. When they are offered to the mind 
the understanding assents to them as uDshaken, and the heart em-
braces them with enthUsiasm and 10ve."2 
Balmes insists that 'our sensati~nimust correspond to an 
external world, "real and true, not phenomenal." He proceeds to 
demonstrate the use ot "common sense" or the intellectual inst:1mt 
in proving that men assent to the existence of the real world: 
"Men do not ordinarily possess either the capacity or the 
time requisite to investigate the philosophical questions of the. 
existence of bodies ••• What is necessary is perfect certainty 
that bodies do exist,~hat sensations have an external object in 
reality. All men have this certainty When they assent with an 
irresistible torce to the objectiveness of 1deas, that is, to the 
existence of bodies."3 . 
"Faith in human authority rurnishes us with another case 
this wonderful instinct. Both the individual and SOCiety require 
faith. _ .Man is inclined, by a natural instinct, to believe his 
fellow man. "4 We have here the perfectly natural inclination ot 
a man who has never seen either England or Rome to accept the 
authority of another man that such places exist; and indeed, we 
must admit that men do accept much that they know on the author-
ity of other men. 
~Fund. Phil. I, 318. 
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In the case of analogy, men believe that the sun will rise 
on the morrow, because by "a law of nature" it will con~nue to 
dO what it has done on the present day: "Ken ordinarily do not 
knOW the r:e&Sons which might be given for founding the argument 
trom analogy on the constancy of the laws of nature, and on the 
.;, 
relation between certain physical causes and~terminate effects; 
but their assent is required and given."l 
The "instinct ot taith" we may &dfit provides a spectacular 
argument against the rationalists. This Dinstinct D is rather an 
extension ot beliet in authority, tor Balmes shows very well that 
in most cases in which the rationalists insist that they accept 
only what is pertectly demonstrated to them they "only echo the 
opinions ot others." He pursues the argument in an attack upon 
those who say that the Catholic Church accepts everything upon 
taith by showing that they themselves rely upon authority tor 
afhmost all that they know. 1 7 
He concludes his citation ot examples ot the use ot "commo~ 
sense" by saying thatf "Man assents by a natural impulse; and it 
anything is objected to his beliet, he does not call attention to . 
his conception, as in immediate evidence, but is completely dis- . 
concerted, and knows not what to answer; he then applies to the 
objection, not the name of error, nor ot absurdity, but that ot 
extravagance, ot something contrary to common sense." Indeed, 
this 1nstinct under certain conditions is infallible as a cri-
ter10n ot truth: 
lPund. Phil. I, 323. 
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"Pirst ConditioD.--That the inclination be every way irresist-
ible" so thit ODe oannot" even by the aid of reflection, resist 
~ ~oW U. • 
"Second .Condition.--That every truth ot cammon sense be abso-
lutely certain to the whOle human race. This condition follows 
from the first. 
"Third Condition.--That every truth of cammon sense stand the 
test or reason. 
"Pourth Condition.--That every truth ot oommon sense have tor 
its object the satistaction ot some great necessity ot sensitive" 
intellectual, or moral lite."l ~, 
aWhen possessed ot all these characters" the oriterion ot 
common sense is absolutely infallibl~ and may defy sceptics to 
assign a case wherein it has railed.w~ 
The only condition that appears to u~ ijneed of explanation is 
the last. Balmes oites two examples to explain this condition: 
that grass is in itself green" and that sensations correspond to 
external objects. He olaims that the former is not neoessary ~or 
universally agreed upon; but that the latter, although reason 
may shake its foundations" is nevertheless aooepted as oertain" 
since it fulfills all the oonditions ot certainty by oommon 
sense. 
The usage of the term" "oommon[~sense,," as referring to an .... 
intellectual instinct whioh compels us to give our assent inde- . 
pendently of objectiVe evidence seems to be oharaoteristio of the 
schools that tollow the philosophioal system ot John Looke, who 
speaks of "beliefs rising to assurance." As we have noted" the 
doctrine ot Balmes on this pOint is similar to Reid, and indeed" 
our philosopher probably aooepted "oommon sense" and "common 
oonsent" trom the Scottish philosophers. "Common sense" in Balmes 
reminds us rather strikingly ot Newman's Illative Sense whioh 
lFund. PhU. I, 327. 
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r . inclines us to assent, aDd Wit::: which the most clear and ex-
f 
tensive evidence would be ot little avail in causing us ~o assent 
to the truth ot a proposition. 
We do not believe, however, that Balmes in his criterion of 
common sense is inclined to regard all the conclusions ot inter-
'07 
ence as distinct trom assent, or that tor him assent is always 
unconditional. As we have seen in discussing his criterion ot 
evidence, the objectiveness ot the evidtnCe present$d was con-
sidered as necessary in causing us to assent to its truth; Balmes 
is indeed a realist: "we understand the thing, not the idea. 81 
There are, however, some d1tticult problems brought about by his 
criterion ot common sense. 
Wh11e object1ve evidence certainly seems to be regarded by 
Balmes as a source ot certitude, we tind in his discussion ot 
the relation ot the intellectual instinct to the objectiveness 
ot ideas what seems to contradict the value ot this objective 
..... 
evidence. We noted above that he insists upon a universal and 
irresistible inclination to assent to the objectiveness ot ideas. 
This does not leave much to be ascertained by obj ective evidence •. 
Indeed, the assent to the existence ot the real world is given 
because ot this inst1nct. 
As we shall see later, Balmes objects to the 8intell1g1ble 
speCies," although it is somewhat ditticult to determine just 
what it is poss1ble to substitute tor the 1ntelligible species 
and yet maintain the reality ot the universal. While he admits 
lFund. Phil. IV, 26. 
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that we know the th1.ng, and not the 1dea" he 1s not very prec1.se 
in relat10n to the exact manner 1n wh1ch we know the th1nt. As 
we have sa1d before, there seems to be a latent nomina11sm 1.n 
h1s system. In relat10n to the ageneral 1deas· he says: aTh1.s 
oapac1ty of know1ng objects under general 1deas, 1s a character-
istio property of our m1.nd, and we canno\, 1.n our 1nab11ity to 
penetrate to the essence ot things, think without this 1Dd1spens-
able auxi11ary.al In discussing conscioutness as a cr1terion of 
truth we saw that he was inc11ned to stress the importance of 
the subjective elements rather than to the objective elements 1n 
knowledge; and indeed, as we saw in the last chapter, he oonfuses 
peroeptions with conceptions. 
It appears then that Balmes does not recognise the full 
meaning of the un1versal, that he refuse to admit that we are 
able to abstract the qu1dd1ty or essence of a thing. The un1ver-
sal 1s rather a meaDS 1D a1d1ng our mind to th1nk: that much he ,. 
seeDlS to have accepted trom the Scottish philosophers. ();) the 
oontrary, however: 
"The intellect has the power of know1ng the real world, and 
1t 1s aware of the certa1nty of 1ts knwwledge 1n self-ev1dent 
propos1t10ns Or truths, in what can be deduced by necess1ty :from 
these truths, in 1mmediate exper1ence, and perhaps in various 
other ways. The v1tal problem 1s concerned w1\h these other ways, 
w1th what some are 1nc11ned to ~all beliefs. n1a, . 
Self-ev1dent pr1nciples are so certain that their .. opposites 
are seen to be impossible; thus the evidence support1ng them 1s 
so great that the mind cannot accept their oppos1tes w1thout 
IV, 100. 
doing violence. It is true that we judge as human beings and not 
8S pure intelligences; hence prejudice. interest. like aDd dis-
like enter into our judgments. But these latter serve to obscure 
the clarity of the evidence presented to us and thus interfere 
with the rationality of our judgments. An incorrect judgment 
does not came about because of some fautt or because ot some in-
sufficiency of the evidence presented. Thus in the understanding 
of self-evident principles. objective evidence alone is suffic-
ient as a criterion of the truth ot a proposition. aDd there is 
no necessity ot admitting an instinct which causes us to assent 
to that truth. 
~he ideal ot knowledge is that we possess the object even 
as we possess ourselves. that it should become our own act. our 
very lite and selt-expression. u19 Thus in knowing the objects in 
the external world we become one with the object: OOg!osceDdo 
anima quodammodO tit omnia. Not only is the evidence of the ob-
- - ,.... 
j ect clear and evident to us; in knowing we become one with the 
object. As we noted at the beginning of our discussion ot the 
criteria ot truth. truth is a conformity of our mind with the 
object known. Thus the objective evidence •• nd not any subjectivE 
instinct. is sutticient for us to assent to the objectiveness of 
ideas and the exist ence of the real world. 
The real d1tticulty which Balmes faced seems to have been 
the tact that men assent almost spontaneously to many things 
that are common in everyday lite, and without apparent evidence. 
He has cited many examples where men assent to the truth ot 
things without -investigating the philosophical questions" con-
cerned. and otten merely upon the authority at another. 'lhese 
assents he regards as having come about by the instinct ot 
"common sense" which is an intellectual intuition. The acceptanc 
ot such an instinct. however. is not at all necessary. Probably 
the best explanation at these ordinary issents has been given by 
D'Arcy in his Nature ot Beliet. in which they are explained by 
his "Interpretation" and "Indirect Reference." Betore attempting 
.. 
to explain his views. however. we may note that D'Arcy's theory 
is much more in accord with the traditional Thomism than the ac-
ceptance ot any intellectual instinct as presented by Balmes. 
"Interpretation" may be explained as an almost spontaneous 
detection of the essential elements in a proposition owing to 
the great accumulation of divers bits ot stored-up evidence. Our 
assent to the things that occur in ordinary l1.fe is based upon 
such a great quantity of eVidence which has become so tamlliar 
,... 
to us that We "interpret" the truth ot the proposition so quic~ 
1y that it appears to be nearly spontaneous. D'Arcy has explain-: 
ed it thus: 
"In books ot logiC a general criterion is usually set down. 
such as objective evidence. But clearly such a criterion cannot 
serve as a norm already knvwn which can conVeniently apply to the 
particular act. like a foot-rule. • .There are a number ot truths 
of everydfJ.Y life ot which We are certain. When asked to sive the 
evidence far them we are unable to do so. The reason for this is 
not the paucity ot evidence but the abundance. So abundant. 20 
indeed. is the evidence that it approaches to the infinite." 
Thus when Balmes says that men do not ordinarily "possess 
the capacity or the time" reqUisite to inspect the philosophical 
rounds uPon ·which the existence of bOdies is based. and that 
"men do not know the reasons which might be given for the argu-
ment of analogy on the constancy of the laws of nature#ft~tc.# 
it is not that they do not have sufficient evidence to arrive at 
tbose conclusions; it is rather that the eVidence is so over-
wbelming that it is difficult to assign the exact premises for 
",'7 
arriving at the conclusive truth of the proposition. !he same 
tbing holds true for the assent that men give mutually to one 
another. We are certain that England is fn island upon the evi-
dence of a friend who has visited Eogland# upon the evidence of 
our books# our newspapers # , etc.# to such an extent that the evi-
dence of these authorities is overwhelming. In truths of the 
scientific order we are reasonable in accepting the authority of 
experts, since We cannot attain all knowledge by personal exper-
ience and investigations# and since the men who are engaged in 
such pursuits may reasonably be expected to be more qualified to 
draw conclusions in their respective fields. We must# however# 
,... 
observe the ordinary laws of criticism and sound judgment in 
accepting their conclusions. 
Thus in all the instances which Balmes has cited where his 
intellectual instinct was found necessary for us to assent to the 
truth of a proposition, We have seen that objective evidence has 
been sufficient and indeed more satisfactory. In truths which are 
immediately evident and in truths reached by inference the obJ 
jective evidence was seen to be great, and in our everyday lives 
we assent to the truth of many propositions with a superfluity or 
evidence. Thus evidence alone is sufficient as a criterion of 
-At~-
truth without accepting the criterion or cammon sense. 
.' 
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Chapter III 
Sensation 
Sensation in Balmes is treated for the most part from the 
subjective standpoint, although he does not seam to distinguish 
etween sensation as a mOdification of a sense viewed merely as 
subjective state, and perception as tHe apprehension of exter-
reality given in the sentient act. He says that "sensation 
idere~L in itself is simply an interntl affection," but he 
t "it is almost always accompanied by' a judgment." '!'hese two 
aments must be considered as constituting sensation. ~us in 
internal attectionot seeing ornaments, whether "they exist 
not, there still exists in m1 soul the representation which I 
seeing the ornaments;" and at the same time We judge that 
esides the internal atfection which I experience, the ornaments 
ist, that they are in relief, and that they are before my eyes. 
this judgment, moreover, we may be deceived. Thus it is pos-
ible according to Balmes: 
"I. That there is no external object. 
II. That the object eXists, but not in the position suppos 
III. That the object is not the architectural ornaments. 
,.. 
IV. That both are plane surfaces: or, that one is in relief, 
the other a plane." 
he adds to this: 
"Mere sensation has no necessary relation to an external ob-
; for it not only can, but it not infrequently does, exist 
any such object. This correspondence of the internal to 
external belongs to the judgment "hioh accompanies sensation, 
to sensation itself ••• Sensation, therefore, in itself con-
ered, aff1r.ms nothing. It is a mere affection of our being, an 
~ -48-. effect prOduced in our soul, and does not determine whether I there is any action of an external object upon our senses, nor 
: "hether the object is what it seems to be."l 
However, as we shall see later, Balmes rather expands his views 
beyond the limits of the foregoing consideration. 
Before proceeding to a consideration of the two diVisions 
of sensation as presented in Balmes, we must note that there is 
no such thing as pure subjective sensation independent of an 
external object which is sensed. Even in the most rUdimentary 
sensations, there is cognition of something other than the self, 
and even this primitive form of knowledge is still objective. l 
Sensation, of course, no matter how developed and perfected, al-
ways "falls short of intelligence, from which it must ever remai 
separated, as from a faculty of a different order. ,12 
I 
Balmes considers sensation first as "a modification of our 
being." Thus there must be some permanent being which experiences 
what is transitory; one and the same being experiences a variety 
of sensations.3"There is no sensation without direct conscious-
ness; for, as this is nothing but the very presence of the phen-
omenon to the being experiencing it, it would be contradictory t 
say that it feels without consciousness. A sensation experienced, 
is a sensation present; a sensation not present, that is, not 
experienced, is inconceivable, is an absurdity."4 We note in 
passing that we experience a reality and not a phenomenon, as he 
lFund. Phil. II, 1. 
2 -Fund. ~. II, 3. 
3 Ibid • II, 8. 
4Ibid. lI, 9. 
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says. He insists, however, that while sensation involves pres-
ence, it does not involve representation. Sensations of smell, 
taste, aDd hearing are ~ representative, but touch and sight 
are by nature representative,:.1mp:J,.ying a relation to other be-
ings, "not as to mere causes of the internal affection, but as 
the originals represented in the sensation." These latter senses 
are of a superior order because beings that pOssess them not onl, 
have consciousness, but also "a ~sterious power whereby they 
see within themselves an entire world."l 
In opposition to the forego'*g view is the doctrine of St. 
Thomas, who says that the potencies of sense do not exist because 
of the organ, but that the organs of seBse exist because of the 
potencies: "Non en1m potentiae sunt propter organa, sed organa 
propter potentias; unde non propter hoc sunt diversae potentiae, 
quia sunt diversa organa; sed ideo natura instituit diversitatem 
in organis, ut congruerent diversitati potentiarum.~ The exter-
nal sensible, moreover, is that which is perceived per ~; for 
the passive potencies ot sense are modified by some exterior 
sensible obj ect: 
"Accipienda est •• ratio numeri et distinctionis exteriorUm 
sensuum, secundum illud quod proprie et per se ad sensum pertinet. 
Est autem sensus quaedam potentia passiva, quae nata est immutari 
ab exter1Dri sensibili. Bx'erius ergo 1mmutativum est quod per se 
a sensu percipitur, et secundum cujus diversitatem sensitivae 
potentiae distinguuntur." 3 . 
Thus St. Thomas would not at all agree with Balmes in saying that 
~ll sensations do not involve a relation to external objects. 
lr.,.1j. II, 10. 
r - u-r ___ ----..c.=.-----------, 
According to Balmes, matter is wholly incapable of sensa-
tion, since it is a composite being. "It sensation could 1:>e pred 
icated ot a composite being, the sensitive would not be a single 
being, but a collection ot beings; but sensation essentially be-
longs to ba being which is~, and it divided is destroyed; 
'07 theretore, no composite being, however well organized, is capabl 
ot sensation."l Thus sensation presents a common subject which 
remains one in the midst ot diversity. Tiis unity brought about 
by sensation aDd especially by a combination ot all the senses 
is similar to the common sense as it 1s understoOd 1n St.Thomas. 
"The diversity ot sensat10ns contributes in an especial manner to 
form judgments ot the existence ot objects, and theretore the 
combination ot two senses will more conduce to this end than two 
sensations ot one sense.-.2 Balmes, however, does not seem at any 
time to reter directly to the common sense as it 1s understoOd 
by .st. Thomas. He does, however, seem to recognise its existence. ,... 
We shall note another circumstance in which the common sense is 
reterred to indiPectly in his discussion ot extension in relation 
to sensation. 
At this pOint, Balmes considers the difficulty ot the 
animal soul, tor it matter is 1ncapable ot perceiving, the soul 
of brutes cannot be mater1al, and if it is "immaterial, it 1s a 
spirit, which cannot be adm1tte." He proceeds, thereupon, ,to dis-
tinguish betwe1lll immaterial and spiritual. But the soulr ot an 
animal is not composed ot parts, hence it cannot perish by dis-
1 ~. ~. II, 12. 2 Ibid • II, 57. 
organization. Thus Balmes concludes that the soul of brutes 
ncannot perish by corruption~ properly so called; for no ~ing 
not composed of matter can. Rl There are, then, two possibilities 
in relation to the soul(;of brutes; the soul is annihilated, which 
is a tenable conclusion; or the vital principle residing in 
brutes oontinues flatter the organization .. <7of the body 1s destroye4 
and, absorbed anew in the treasures of nature, (is) there pre-
served, not as a useless thing, but in the exercise of its fac-
.. 
ulties in different ways, accord1ng to the conditions to which 
it is subjected. n2 
In the foregoing oonsideration, Balmes does not seem tully 
to reoogn1se that the soul is the form of the body, i.e., it is 
a formal cause whioh produces its effect by determining matter in 
a certain way. But we must remember that "as a being is, so it 
acts;" and the mental acts which we asoribe to animals are all of 
an organiC or sensuous nature. Thus the aaimal soul is essential-
,... 
ly dependent upon the material organism,and inseparable trom it: 
1t is thus that the animal soul 1s regarded as material or oor-
poreal. As a form~ however, the animal soul 1s, as Balnles says, 
not material; unfortunately Balmes did not seem to real1Be that 
1t is because of that formal principle that the soul of the brute 
is not material. But for at. Thomas the animal soul is a sub-
stantial form completely immersed 1n the subject whioh it ani-
mates; it 1s a thing which depends upon somethirig which is cor-
ruptible: 
lFund. Phil. II~ 17. 
--
2Ibid. II, 19. 
-
~ 
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"Sentire vero et oonsequentes operationes animae sensit1vae 
manifeste aocidunt oum aliqua corporis tmmutatione. • .Anima 
sensitiva non habet al~quam operationem propriam pel' seipsam; 
sed omn1s operatio sensitivae animae est oonjunoti. Ex quo 
relinquitur quod, cum animae brutorum anima11um pel' se non 
operentur, non sint sUbsistentes: similiter enim unumquodque 
habet esse et operationem.flS 
Thus, while the soul. of the brute is not a oompound, it is en-
tirely dependent upon the body which is oompound. The soul· of th 
brute is therefore corruptible pel' acoidens: "Animae brutorum 
corrumpuntur, oorruptis oorporibus."6 Balmes reoognised that the 
soul of the brute could not properly be said to be oorruptible, 
but he did not seem to recognise the dependence of the mat erial 
or sensible soul upon the body, and that such a soul, as the form 
of the body, was corruptible per .... a.... o .... o_i .... d... e.... n-.s. 
Balmes oontinues to discuss the difference between sleep 
and waking. "If we abstraot sensations having 01' not hav1ng 1'9-. 
lation to external objeots, and also the sufficiency of their 
testimony in any partioular case, and consider them solely as 
phenomena of our soul, we shall find two orders of faots com-
pletely d1stinguished by marked oharaoters, sleep and waking. fll 
We have shown above that sensations must have a relation to an 
external object, and that sensation oannot entirely be oonsidered 
as a ph en om enan of our soul. However, Balmes prooeeds to show 
a posterior1 that sleep is different from waking, all of whioh is 
one reasonably well. But he oonoludes his ohapter by sa.ying 
hat he presumes that no one doubts that ·'the sensa.tions experi-
ienced in sleep are not produoed by external objeots.tt.2 In this 
2 Ibid • 
last statement, Balmes does not seem to have distinguished be-
tween sensations prOduced directly and sensations dependeDt upon 
the imagination, which is an internal sense. Indeed, in sleep~ 
dO not perceive exterior objects directly as in our waking 
states, but We have an internal sense b.J which We are able to 
..... form representations or tmages of objects even in their absence. 
Thus the imagination retains the sensible or accidental f'orms 
received directly trom the object exteriol to the sense: "Ad 
harum autem tormarum retentionem aut conservationem ord1natur 
phantasia, sive imaginatio, quae idem sunt; est en1m phantasia 
sive imaginatio quasi thesaurus quidem tormarum per sensum 
acceptarum. ~ 7 We see, theretore, that eVen in sleep our sensa-
_ tions are dependent upon exterior obj ects through the power ot 
the imagination to retain the sensible species. 
In determining the relation ot sensations to the external 
world,Balmes again reters "to that necessity of' our nature 
which makes us believe in the existence ot such relations," as 
. -
the most certain manner -In which we know that sensatlons are re-
terable to external objects. That such an instinct ls not neces-
sary, we saw in Chapter one ot this work. He does not, however, 
deD¥ that we may establish rationally upon objective evidence 
that our senses are reterred to exterior objects, as we shall see 
shortly. 
In Chapter tour ot the- second book, he demonstrates ~ 
posteriorl that there are sensations dependent upon our imagina-
tlon whlch can be controlled b.J our tree wUl, and that there are 
-;JT-
those which are independent of our free will and directly and 
necessarUy experienced by an immediate relation to an external 
obj ect: 
"Purely internal phen~ena have a very dif'f'erent mutual rela-
tion from that of external phenomena. The will exerts a great 
inf1uenoe upon the former~ but not upon the latter. T.ne former 
also are offered either by a mere aot o~ the wil1~ or by th~ 
se1ves~ in iso1aiion~ and need no o011lJedtion with other preceding 
phenomena. • •• With s1ght~ or the external phenomena •• every-
thing keeps its plaoe~ or~ at least, seems to; and the sensations 
are 1Jound together with bands of iron. 1I2 
From all this he draws the following con'lusions: 
"F1rst~ that our sensations oonsidered as purely internal 
ph en 0111ena, are divIded into two very difterent olasses; some de-
pend upon our w111~ others do not; same have no mutual connectioI\ 
pr'-'4re variable in their relations, at the pleasure of him who ax;. 
perieno6. them; others have a oertain oonnection wllich we oan 
neither ohange nor destroy. Seoondly~ we conolude that the exist-
enoe as well as the modifications ot this last olass~ prooeeds 
trom oauses not ourselves, independent of our wil1~ and outside 
of us. That instinct~ therefore, whioh imPels us to reter these 
sensat10ns to external objeots, is oontirmed by reason: theretore 
the testimony ot the senses~ in so far as it assures us ot the 
reality of objeots, is adDiissib1e at the tribunal of phi1osoPhy."-
It is true that the will is able to etfeot various combina-
[tions in our 1magination~ but as we have noted above there are no 
~ensat1ons that do not Involve representation. Thus in the power 
pf the imaginat10n to form representations or images in the ab-
~enoe of the exterior obj eot~ we must insist that the imagination 
~s representative only. There seems to be in Balmes a tendenoy to 
~egard these "internal phenomena" as produotive rather than re-
produotive. However~ strictly speaking~ the imagination does not 
and oan not produoe anything oomp1etely new; .it merely oombines 
into novel forms those elements ,Whioh it has reoeived in past 
sensations in peroeiving the external objeots, and this can be 
~nd. ~. II~ 26. 2~. Phil. II~27. 3Ibid.II.31. 
r done under the guidance of th: w111 and judgment. The var10us 
relat10ns formed by the imag1nat10n must be caused by soa power 
ot judgment, for the imag1nat1on can only reproduce in var10us 
~ays the former data of sense. Thus all acts of sensat10n, whe-
ther of d1rect percept10n or those formed in the imaginat10n, are 
eferred to external objects: 
"1{ecesse est extr1nsecam rem, quae est obj ectum operat10n1s 
animae, secundum dup11cem rat10nem ad animam comparar1. Uno modo 
secundum quod nata est animae cODjung1, It in anima ess e per suam 
s1m111tud1nem; et quantum ad hoc sunt duo genera potent1arum, 
scilicet sens1t1vum respectu object1 minus commun1s, quod est 
corpus senslbIle; et 1ntellect1vum respectu object1 commun1ss1m1, 
uod est ens un1versaie. Alio vero modo secundum quod 1psa anima 
1nclinatur et tend1t 1n rem exter1orem." a 
In chapter seven, Balmes merely demOUtitrates .! ~oster10ri 
our sensat10ns do not proceed immed1ately from a free cause, 
rather that both the object sensed and the being that senses 
e subject to fixed aDd necessary laws. 
II 
The problem wh1ch now presents 1tself 1s whether the exter-
al world is such as We be~1eve 1t to be: "Are the be1ngs, called 
od1es, wh1ch cause our sensat10ns in reAl1ty what we believe 
hem?"l In order to attack th1s problem by a concrete· example, 
Imes employs an orange as illustrat1ve of an external object 
which exists 1n relat10n to other be1ngs and to ourselves accord-
ing to necessary laws, and wh1ch is composite, external, extended 
colored, Odorous and savory: "whenever all these circumstances 
ex1st together, whenever I receive from an object these same im-
~d. Ph1l. II, 37. 
--
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pressions, I say that I see an oranle."l Thus Odor, smell, oolor, 
eto. are the oause. or oooasions of sensat10n, resident i. the 
external objeot. Balmes prooeeds then to show that these quali-
ties do not aotually exist in the objeot ot sense: 
"He who has never' thought of the relal,ion ot ext ernal obj eots 
to his sensations is 11ldesoribably oonru.sed; he in some sense 
transfers oolor, taste, odor, and even sound, to objeots them-
selves, and oonsiders oonfusedly these things to be qualities 
inherent in them. Thus the ohild and the uneduoated man believe 
the oolor green to be really in the fo~age, odor in the rose, 
sound 1n the bell, taste in the fruit. ,.. 
Henoe, although Balmes does not make the statement direotly, he 
seems to note that an objeot ot sight is at least potent1ally 
colored, eto. In other words,. there must be something in the ob-
jeot wh10h,oombined with our sense faoulty, oauses us to per-
ceive, tor example, that the objeot has some detinite oolor: 
!perceived grass 1s green. These observations merely cause us to 
"fix our attention. upon some relations which we had imperfeotly 
defined. • .but the world oontinues the same that it was before, 
.... 
excepting that we have disoovered in the marvels ot nature a 
closer relation with our own being, and have peroe1ved that our 
organization and our soul play a more important part in them than 
r.ve had imagined. "3 
Balmes does not seem. to have fully reoognised the extra-
~ental as well as the intra-mental elements in peroeption: "the 
IOnly sensation that we transfer, and cannot help transferring to 
~he external, is that ot extension; all others relate to objeots 
~:I ... .P~. II, 38. 
.!2.!!! • II, 41. 
3Fund. Phil. II, 41 • 
-only a., / effects to causes, not as cppies to originals,. .Sound 
outside of me is not sound, but simply a vibration Ofllle ~, 
produced by the vibration of a body. • • etc. nl But th!p&rt con-
tributed by the external objects in those instances ~!~ually 
as necessary as the sense organ perceiving them. With~t the vi-
bration there would be no sound, and wi~hout an orgatllf' hearing 
there would be no sound. It is true, of course, as Ba~es says, 
that there is no real sound without our lense organ, ~t we must 
remember that the external obj ect is a necessary cond!llon in 
order that the organ of sense may operate in r:eceivinltmpress_ 
ions. 
While the perception of the qualities of color'l()Und, 
odor, etc., are not absolutely necessary in order to ~!term1ne 
the objectivity of bodies, we find that extension nis~ the bas-
is of all other sensible properties": 
"It we destroy extension, take this quality :from ~ernal ob-jects, and regard it as only a mere sensation, of whi~ We only ,... 
know that there is an external obj ect which causes it,the cor-
poreal world at once disappears. • • Without the idea ~ extensi 
we can neither form any 1d ea of body, nor know if alllll.at we 
have thought of the world be aught else than a pure i~l1sion. n2 
"Two of our senses perceiVe extension; sight a~touch. 
Sound, taste, and smell accompany extension, but are I~ething 
different :from it."3 He might have added here that si~t and 
touch give an immediate presentation of extension, aCltaJpan1ed 
an 1mmed.iate apprehension of what is not in the mind·ln.us exten-
sion is not an attribute of simple mental modificat10~ll and the 
Ir·f' .; .. 
-
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simple cognitions in mature life are accompanied by contributions 
~ e from the imaginat ion and memory. 
"Extension involves multiplicity. An extended being is of 
Decessitya collection of beings, more or less.closely united by 
a bond which makes them all constitute one whole, but doe~not 
prevent them from continuing many ••• tHe material chain unites, 
but does not identify them. "1 Here, it seems, the "common sense" 
as it is understood in st. Thomas, serves to unite our impress-
j-
ions into a unity. MUltiplicity, of course, may exist without ex-
tension, as in algebraic quantities there is not any extension; 
thus multiplicity alone does not suffice to constitute extension. 
There must also be in extension some degree of continuity; "It is 
. 
impossible for us to see or to touch, without receiving the im-
pression of objects continuous, immediately adjOining each other .. 
co-existing in their duration, and I:t the same time presented as 
continuous one with another in space. Without this continuity .. 
multiplicity does not constitute extension."2 Thus multiplicity 
and continuity constitute extension in space.. and hence extension 
really exists in the objects which cause sensations. And indeed .. 
we admit that extension as a quality existing in bodies is inde-
pendent of our senses .. and that without extension in bodies We 
would be totally unable to perceive them. 
He concludes his remarks upon the objectiveness of the sen-
sation of extension with the following hopefUl statement: 
"These remarks show that we do not transfer our sensatiDDs to 
, tbe exterior, that they are a medium whereby our soul is informed 
but Dot images wherein it contemplates objects. All sensations 
indicate an external. cause; but some,l.ike those of sight and 
touch, in an especial manner denote multiplicity and continuity, k or extension. Hence we •• infer that the external world is not a 
:~i pure illusion,. but that it really exists. "1 
,. 
pundamentally, the scholastic position is maintained by Balmes, 
"7 
although the last sentence might cause us to believe that he is 
~ reasoned realist. It is unfortunat e that he does not accept the 
scholastiC theory of species, which we siall discuss in our chap",: 
ter on Ideas. If he had done this, he would have understood more 
tully how objects exterior to the senses inform the sense potenc-
ies; for accord1ng to St. Thomas the sense potency becomes actual 
~y the recept10n of the potentially sens1ble forms existing in 
the object, and these forms of the object 1tself are the same as 
those that inform the senses. However, since Balmes does not d1s-
cuss the speCies theory at this pOint, we shall confine our re-
marks upon the sensible and the 1ntellig1ble species to the suc-,... 
ceeding chapter. 
The rema1ning part ot the second book of the Filosof{a 
Fundamental is concerned chiefly with the senses of touch and 
sight. Balmes begins his consideration of the sense of touch by 
criticising the view that touch is superior to the other. senses, 
since through touch we are able to come into contact with eXtead-
ed body in a direct fasion, and because touch is able to receive 
a "double sensation. If he does not subscribe to the view that toud: 
is a superior sense, however: 
-ou-
"It is almost beyond doubt that the sense of touch also re-
. quires the aid of the other senses" and that the judgments re-
sulting from· it are similar to those -coming from the otheJJ senses 
It is probable that only art er repeated trials do we refer the 
sensation of t~Ch to the object that causes it" or even to the 
part affect ed. II . 
But he says also" "There is ••• no necessary relation between the 
sense ot touch and the object; and this Bense is" like the others 
"7 
liable to illusions. n2 He supports this by citing the example 
that a man still reters pain to an arm which has been amputated. 
Furthermore" "Heat aDd cold" dryness and "moistness" are what the 
impressions which some bodies" though distant" may make upon 
touch are reduced to; and these impressions are clearly ot a 
nature to be exposed to many serious errors. "3 
The opinion that the sense ot touch" as well as other sens-
es" is liable to err is contrary to the doctrine of St. Thomas 
which says that the senses cannot err in regard to their own 
proper obj ect : 
"Sensus •• circa proprium objectum non decipitur" sicut visus A 
circa co1orem" nisi fort e per accidens ex. impedimento circa 
organum contingente ••• Ad proprium objectum unaquaeque potentia 
per se ordinatur" secuDdum qUOd ipsa; quae autem sunt hujusmodi" 
semper eodem modose habent. Unde" manente potentia" non deficit 
ejus judicium circa proprium obj ectum. ft 9 . . 
According to st. Thomas, all our knowledge comes ultimately from 
the senses: Nihil 2!! ~ inte1lectu quod prius ~ f'uerit .!!! 
sensu. Thus if our senses in seeking the!r proper objects are 
able to deceive us, We could have no certain knowledge at all. 
Even our knowledge ot ourself as independent from the relJt ot 
~Fund. ~. II" 57. 
~. 
3 Ibid • II" 61 • 
....-
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reality is gained through objects intruding th~selves upon our 
senses. Error can come into lalowledge gained from the sen.es only 
when the senses are not concerned with their proper object, as 
th~re may be deception in relation to the sensibile per accidens 
or the substance. Ultimately, however" error must be attributed 
not to the senses" but to our judgment u~on ,our sensations, which 
in turn may be influenced by our will. Further, there must be a 
necessary relation between the sense ot touch, and the other 
.. 
senses, and the object" insotar as the potency ot sense is act-
ual1sed by the accidental torms of the object, and then only can 
we say that the sense is in act. 
Balmes agees with at. Thomas in saying that the sense ot 
touch is interior to the senses ot sight, hearing and smell:"The 
limitation ot touch to what is immediate to it involves a scarc-
ity ot the ideas originating in it alone, and ot necessity places 
it in a lower gade than the other three senses, particularly 
sight."l Indeed, in order to "comprehend the superiority ot hear-
ing to touch in this matter, we have only to consider the rela-
tion of distances, the variety ot objects" the rapidity ot the 
succession ot sensations, the simultaneousness so much greater 
in hearing than in touch, and their relations to speech."2 St. 
Thomas, moreover" regards touch as the least immaterial ot all 
10 the senses. 
In beginning his consideration of the faculty ot sight as 
giving us an idea ot surtace" Balmes makes the tollowing statEm9m 
~. ~. II, 60. 
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"The sensation of extension is the only one that is represent-
ative, and in all others there was only a relation of causality, 
that is, a connection of same sensation or an internal p~nomenon 
ith an external object, without our transferring to this any-
thing resembling what we experienced in that. "1 
ere again ther'e seems to be a manifestation ot the failure ot 
lmes fully to understand the species theory. For in actuating 
"'; he potency of sense by the sensible species, there is no need of 
ransferring even extension. The sense faculty is itself materia~ 
accidental or sensible forms.Of the object are &hle 
senses without transferring their extension. 
The main consideration, however, upon which Balmes enters 
in his particular consideration of the sense of sight rests upon 
he ab1lity ot sight independently to give us an 1dea ot surface, 
olid and motion. Thus he says in relation to the idea ot surfac 
"we cannot but see that extension lies within the domain of 
ouch, and that, too, whether it be considered only as a surface, 
or also as a solid. ~e same faculty cannot be denied to sight, 
o tar as surtaces are concerned; for it is impossible to see if 
t least a plane be not presented to the eye. A point w1thout 
extension cannot be painted upon the retina, but the instant an ~ 
obj ect is painted,ithas painted parts. We can by no effort ot 
he imagination, conceive colore without extensionA tor what 1s 
0101' without a surtace over which it may extend?~~ 
, . 
in answering 0000 ilIac IS argument that the sense ot sight has 
ot the faculty of perceiving surfaces,ll he says: ~t else is 
pel'ception of extens10n than the perception of same parts be-
ond othel's: Is it not to perceive the ditterence ot magnitude, 
o perceive some greater than others, and containing them? Evi-
ently it is. The sight therefOl'e perceives magnitude: therefol'e 
perceives extension."3 In opposition, mOl'eover, to the proof 
llll;f~. 64. 
2 Fund. Phil. II, 65. 
3Ibid. 71. 
-
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~hich Condi11ac of'ered in Chese1den t s blind man# Balmes draws 
the following conclusion trom the incident: 
"Sight # like all the other senses, needs a certain education 
••• its first impressions are necessarily contused •• the organ 
~cquires the proper strength and presision only atter long prac-
~ice, and finally •• the judgments formed in consequence, must be 
~ery incorrect until comparison, joined with ref1ection# has 
~aught how to rectify inaccuracies. "1 
~e concludes that since the sense of sight alone can give us an 
idea of a plane surface, that it can give us an idea of a solid# 
which merely implies the addition of another dimension.2 The 
proof of this includes the necessity of motion on the part of the 
object, and "sight alone can not give us a true idea of motion." 
. 
Sight alone gives us two distinct orders of phenomena of motionJ 
"I. The first, in which all the objects change their position. 
II. The second, in which one object changes its position ••• 
When everything around us changes we infer that it is the eye 
that moves; when one or two change their position we conclude 
that they move and not the eye ••• The ideas derived trom touch 
are essentially limited, and. it is therefore impossible that they 
should proceed trom distant objects which cannot be touched ••• 
~ithout it (the sense of touch) we can acquire the certainty of 
the existence of bodies; without it we can form the idea of sur-
faces and solids; without it we can discover motion, and distin-
guish the motion of the object trom that of the organ which per-
ceives the impression."3 
Balmes dOes not seem to distinguish in the foregoing con-
sideration between the proPer and cammon sensib1es. According to 
St. Thamas, magnitude, figure, surface and local motion are com-
~on sensib1es, as distinguished tram both the sensibilia propria 
and the sensibilia per accidens; 
"Sensibilia propria primo et Per se immutant sensum; sensibil-
ia vero communia omnia reducuntur ad quantitatem. Et de magni-
~udine quidem et numero patet quod sunt species quantitatis; 
~IbJl~. 77. 3 Ibid • II, 89. 
li'und. Phil. II, Ch. xiv.-
--
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f1gura autem est qualitas circa quantitatem, cum consistat ratio 
f1gurae 1ndeterminat10ne magn1tudin1si motus autem et quies 
sent1untur, secundum quod subjectum uno modo vel pluribulf" modis 
se habet secundum magnitudinem subjecti vel 10ca11s distantiae, 
quantum ad motum augmenti, et motum local em, vel et1am secundum 
sens1biles qualitates, ut 1n motu alteration1s. Et sic sentire 
motum et Q,uietum est quodammodo sentire unum et multa. Quant1tas 
autem est proximum subjectum qualitatis alterat1vae, ut super-
f1cies est subj ectum coloris. Et ideo sensibilia communia non 
movent sensum primo et per se, sed rati~ne sensib1lis qualitatis, 
ut superficies ratione coloris." 12 
P. Coffey, 1n his Epistemolos;,v,13 g1ves a clear explanation of 
the rea11ty of these complex data of sente, in saying that as 
they innned1ately apprehended sense data are real, so 1s their 
mult1p11city real. We admit, of course, that the ability ot the 
sense ot sight alone to perce1ve surtace and mot1on w1thout the 
a1d of the sense of touch is a much-disputed point 1n modern 
psychology; but in our present work we consider it adequate to 
l present the teaching ot St.Thomas as in oppos1tion to the view 
ot Balmes. 
Not es to Chapt er III 
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Chapter IV 
.' Int ellect ion 
We have now come to our most important feature in consider-
ing the epistemology of Balmes. As we shall see, it is in his 
"7 
theory of conception that Balmes seems to be most divergent from 
traditional Scholasticism; and it is indeed here that we shall 
find his syncretistic, or, if you wish, ,clectic tendencies most 
evidently portrayed. He recognises that a distinction between the 
intellect and the imagination is necessary, but he maintAins 
rather interesting views in relation to the Scholastic teaching 
upon this line of distinction: 
"All the scholastics recognized th1s l1ne; but they, like 
~any others, used a language which, unless well understood, was 
of a character to obscure it. They called every idea an image of 
the object, and expla1ned the act of the understanding as if 
there were a kind of torm 1n the understanding wh1ch expressed 
the object, just as a p1cture represented to the eyes offers them 
the image of theth1ng p1ctured. Th1s language arose tram the 
cont1nual cOllij)arisOD wh1ch 1s very naturally made be1Tween seeing--
and understanding.n~ 
Balmes shows here that he may be 1ncluded among those who do not 
understand Scholasticism v~ clearly, and here again We note 
that he seems totally unable to appreciate the species-theory. 
Neither an 1dea nor a phantasm is an 1mage in the strictest sense 
for according to the theory of St.Thomas the essential form'which 
1s the determining element of the material object actuates the 
intellectual potency, and then only can We be said to understand; 
and the accidental forms of the object itself actuate the poten-
lFund. Phil. IV, 22. 
--
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ciesof sense. Thus the immaterial essence of the material ob-
j ect . may be said tOj.1nform the potency of the mind, causiVg the 
object actually to exist, but in an immaterial mann~, as dis-
tinguished from the material existence of the obj ect. When the 
intellect is informed by the essence of material th~gs it is 
then said to understand or by analogy, to see the object, since 
the object is actually received by the intellect. Ba~es does 
not seem to appreciate the Scholastic principle: Qu1dquid 
.. 
rec1pitur ~ recipitur secundum mOdum recipientisj accordingly 
he will not admit the necessity of either "the intelligible or 
sensible speCies, or the acting intellect. We shall consider 
these pOints more rully as we proceed. 
According to Balmes the relationship between subject and 
object is either that of identitl' in which the know~ and the 
thing known are identical; causality, in which the cause includes 
the effect; or idealitl, in which knowledge is gained through 
ideas. l 
Knowledge through identity supposes immediate intelligibil-
ity; the obj ect must become knowable as an idea without an inter-
mediary agent. Immateriallty and activity are the necessary con-
ditions of an immediately intelligible object: 
"A thing to be intelligible must have two qualities: immater-
iality, and the activity necessary to operate upon the intelli-
gent being. This activity is indispensable, for in the act of 
intelligence, the intellect is in some sense passive. When the 
idea i6 present, the intellect cannot but know it: when it is 
wanting, it is impossible for the intellect to know it. The idea, 
therefore, enables the intellect to act; without it the intellect 
1 cf. ~. ~. I, 112. 
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can do nothing. Consequently, if we admit that any being can 
serve as idea to the intellect, we must concede that being an 
activity to excite intellectual action; and so far We make it 
superior to the intellect excited. "1 
He does not recognise the difficulty here that in order to be 
immediately intelligible, the object must first be abstracted 
from its individuating matter, and that this abstraction must be 
done by a power of intellect which is already in act, namely, th 
acting intellect). Indeed, Balmes presents the doctrine of at. 
Thomas which says that things are intelligible insofar as they 
are in act; .hence greater perfection is required to be immediate 
ly intelligible than to be intelligent. But Balmes seems unable 
to visualise the necessity of the acting intellect in order to 
abstract from the individuating matter so that the material es-
sences may be intelligible: 
"This is not, however f ' to say that w~ have no spontaneity, an 
that no action is possible without an external determining cause; 
but only that this same spontaneous development would not exist, 
if We had not previously been subj ected to the influence which 
brought out our activity.~ 
Indeed, as we shall see later, he propounds a doctrine ot ~ 
mediate intuition by the intellect. Thus he admits that a rela-
tionshipof identity is a true principle ot representation; but 
knowledge through identity for him means the knowledge of God an 
the beatific vision of Him by the blessed.3 As we have said be-
fore, however, there must be conformity of the knower and the 
known, in other words, the form of the object and the form in th 
knower must be identical; in this sense the intellect becomes on 
lr"p;. I, 124. 
2Fund • Ph1l. I, 324. 
with its object: cOgnoscendo anima quodammodo ~ omnia. Thus the 
identity of knower and known is in this sense necessary fgr all 
lalow1edge, whether in this life or the next. 
Knowledge through causality belongs only to God: "God, the 
. 
uni~ersa1 cause of all that does or can exist, contains in his 
essence all real and possible beings in~ virtual and eminent 
manner. "1 He continues to say that "although we attribute to mat-
ter an activity of its own, we cannot concede it the pOwer to 
.. 
represent its ettects, tor want ot the indispensable condition 
ot immediate intelligibility."2 Thus knowledge through causality 
can only come "by uniting all the condit~ons and determinations 
requisite to the production ot the effect," and this can be ac-
complished by God alone. 
In relation to representation ot ideality, he says that 
our ideas are ot this class, 
"tor they ~e neither identical w~th their objects nor do they 
cause them." ••• The ideal representation may be reduced to tha~ 
ot causality; tor since a spirit can have no idea ot an object 
not produced by it, unless communicated to it by another spirit, 
the cause ot the thing represented, we infer that all purely 
ideal representations proceed either directly or indirectly, 4 
mediately or 1mmediately, from the cause at the obj ects lmown. 
• • .In the real order, the prinCiple ot being is identical with 
the principle ot knowledge. That only which gives being can give 
knowledge. The first cause can give lmowledge only in so tar as 
it gives being: it represents because it causes.uS 
Here it would seem that Balmes is falling into ontologism, and 
indeed, admittedly incorporating the ideas ot Descartes and 
Malebranche, he says: 
11'-"' 'n-' "I 126 ~., . 3Ibid. I, 128. 
-
SIbid. I, 134. 
2~. laUe I,129. 4:tbid. I, 134. 
-
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"Our understanding, although limited. participates in the 
infinit e light; this light is not that which exists in God him-
self. but a semblance communicated to a being created according 
to his image. Illumined by this light, objects shine upon the 
eyes of our mind, whether because they are in communication with 
it by means unknown to us, or because the representation is given 
to us directly by God. in the presence of objects."~ 
Thus in his theory of knowledge. Balmes seems to revert to the 
DiviDe veracity, to the prinCiple that God is the direct cause 
of our knowledge, and to the principle that We may attain knowl-
edge by identity. In discussing his theory of knowledge we shall 
first consider the causes of his opposition to the species theory 
and the acting intellect, and follow that preliminary discussion 
by a consideration of his own system which seems to tend Wht1:ihate. 
ly to syncretise the systems of St. Thanas. Descartes .. and Male-
!branche. 
I 
!Balmes and the SpeCies Theory: 
As we have noted above .. Balmes criticises the Scholastics 
on the grounds that they tend to confuse the line of demarcation 
between the idea and the image. It is upon this basis that he 
criticises the speCies' theory as the true methOd of knowing: 
"If We see an obj ect which is the image of another not known, 
we shall see the object in itself, but we shall not know that it 
~as the relation of image, unless informed that it has: We shall 
~ow its reality, but not its representation. The same will hap-
pen in ideas which are images; these, therefore, do not at all 
explain how the transition from the internal act to the object is 
lJlade; for this would require them to do for the understanding 
that which we !find them unable to do for themselves.'12 
rhis is the first cr~ticism of the species theory as "failing to 
. 
~pply the idea ot the object." He shows here that he does not 
2Fund. Phil. IV. 26. 
--
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understand how St.Thomas explains knowledge. As he said himself', 
we know the thing not the idea; and that is precisely the posi-
tion of St. Thomas. The idea or the image is not the object of 
cognition; in the Scholastic theory of' knowledge We do not pro-
ceed trom the internal to the external. According to·st.Thomas: 
"Species intell1g1b1l1s se habet ad 1ntellectum, ut id quo 
1ntellig1t 1ntellectus; non autem ut 1d quod 1ntell1g1tur, nisi 
secundar1o; res enim, cujus species 1ntell1g1b11is est sim111tud 
est id quod pr:1m.o 1ntell1g1tur. '2 
Balmes is arguing precisely with the USe which St. Thomas makes 
of the word, s1m111tudo. This term, however, as it is used by 
St. Thomas refers rather to the different mode in which the ob-
ject exists when its essence actuates the intellective potency 
and when it actuates the material potency of the exterior object. 
For the species or f'orm which the intellect abstracts is, accord-
ing to St. Thomas, the form of' the object itself' abstracted trom 
its individuating notes: " Cognoscere •• est abstrahere f'ormam a 
materia ind1v1dual1, quam 'repraesentant phantasmata. n 3 Thus the 
same form that determines the matter of the obj ect determines the 
potency of' the intellect; not merely analogically as a simple 
mirroring of the object .1n the mind, but as causing the object 
itself to exist inthe mind 1n a different manner. Balmes does not 
seem to understand that to St .Thomas the idea and the image are 
that ~ which we know, and not that which we knOW. 
Nearly all of his arguments are based upon this misconcep-
tion of St. Thamas'mean1ng of image and idea, perception and con-
I 
cept1on. In the fourth chapter of the F11osof1a Fundamental, 
for example I he shows rather conclusively that he regards the 
Scholastics as idealists who say that the idea is the thillg we 
know and not the object. This is apparent from the foregOing 
quotationl and he continues to say: 
"They (the Scholastics) even admitted theprinc;tple that . 
there can be nothing in the understandiqs which was not previous-
lJ' in the senses j but pretendedl nevertheless. that , there really 
was something in the Understandingl which m1ghtconduce to the 
knowledge of the truth of the immaterial. as well as of material 
things in themselves. The ideas of the purely intellectual order 
originate in the senses as mOVers of the.intellectual activity. 
by means of abstraction and other operat1ons l forms to itself 
ideas ,of its own. by whose aid it may go beyond the sensible 
order in its search for truth."~ 
That such is not the Scholastic position is ev1dent from our 
consideration of his first argument: we know the thing. not the 
idea. and all our knowledge is based upon objective real~ty. In-
deed. that "something" in the understanding which conduces to the 
truth of the immaterial is the image of the Divine intellect. 
He says, moreover. that ."the, Scholastics regarded ideas 
as acc1dental forms. in such a wa~ that an understanding with 
ideas may be compared to a p1ece ot canvas covered with figures.i2 
. 
~his again is not quite correct. for as we have said beforel the 
species is the form of the object abstracted from its individu-
ating or acc1dental notes. The accidental forms are capable of 
informing only the sense potencies. There iSI of coursel one 
sense in which we can say that the forms of obj ects are accident·-
al: the substantial torms abstracted by the acting 1ntellect are 
accidental in that they are not the formal element in the humSll 
~omposite. 
lFund. Phil. !VI 63. 
--
2Fund • Phil. IV. 193. 
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Balmes concludes his arguments against the species theory 
in the following words: 
"There is something mysterious in the intellectual act" when 
men seek to explain in a thousand d<1.ff'erent ways" by rendering 
sensible what they inwardly experience. Hence so many metaphori-
cal expressions, usef'ul only so long as they Serve merely to call 
and f'ix the attention" and give an account of' the phenomenon" but 
forgotten thatlthey are metaphors" and~e never to be confounded 
with reality. n "'7 
Rere he shows that he regards the species theory as unnecessary 
and indeed a hindrance to our true knowledge of reality. However" 
.. 
we must call to mind again that by the species We are unit ed 
with the reality itself" since the form in the mind and the form 
in the object are identical" and not to be confounded. 
Thus we see that Balmes argues against the speCies theory 
on the following considerations: 
1). The speCies theory does not explain the relation pt 
knower and known" because of a conf'usion of seeing and knowing, 
and of the id ea and the 1mage; 
2). The speCies theory makes the idea rather than the 
thing the obj ect of' knowledge; 
3). The species theory concerns itself merely with acci-
dental forms; and tiDally 
4). The speCies theory is not necessary in explaining 
knowledge" and it deals in metaphors rather than in scientific 
truth. 
Each of' these arguments has been 'considered above. 
II 
.' Balmes and the Acting Intellect: 
It is rather evident from the foregoing that Balmes will 
refuse to admit any necessity of the acting intellect. He regard-
ed the species as unnecessary in explai~fng knowlege, and he de-
nies, as a consequence, that the aetirig intellect is necessary to 
abstract them. Atter a rather clear explanation ot the'Aristot-
elian and Scholastic ot the acting inte11ect, whose purpose he 
seems to fully undex-atand, he says: 
"This taculty is the acting intellect; a real magician w~ch 
possesses the wOnderful secret ot stripping sensible species ot 
their material conditions, ot smoothing every roughness which 
prevents them f"rom coming in contact with the pure understanding, 
and transtorms the gross tood of the sensitive faculties into 1 
the purest ambrosia, tit to be served at the repast ot spirits." 
These words, in themselves, might be taken tor none-too-subtle 
sarcasm, but he continues to say ot the acting intellect: 
"This invention merits to be called ingenious rather than ex-
travagant, poetical rather than ridiuulous, But its most remark-~ 
able teature is, that it involves a profound philosophical sense, 
as well because it marks an ideological fact of the highest im-
portance, as because it indicates the true way ot explaining the 
phenomena ot intelligence in their relations to the sensible 
world •••• ~t us leave the poetical part to the explanation of 
the schools. 
From the foregoing statements of Balmes it becomes apparent 
that he does not accept the theory of the, acting intellect. He 
seems to understand it well, but he does not deem it necessary. 
In the course ot the following pages we shall be able to discuss 
Ibis own theory ot knowledge, and end eavor to determine in what 
respects his theory differs trom that of St. Thomas who accepts 
2~. !!!.!!. IV, 50. 
f __ --------~----------------~-~7~~----------------------------__, 
both the sensible and intelligible species and the acting 
1ntellect. .' 
III 
The Balmesian Theory ot Knowledge: 
Acoording to Balmes "sensible representations always ac-. 
. ~ 
company our intellectual ideas 6 nl and indeed this is in accord 
w1th the teachings Qt st. ThomBS 6 especially in relation to our 
knowledge ot singulars per conversionem ~ phantasmataA Thus he 
says that the geometrician can scarcely meditate upon a triangle 
without conjuring up an 1mage ot some triangle.2 But the idea ot 
a triangle is ditferent trom its 1maginaryrepresentation: 
"I •. The idea ot the triangle is one6 and is common to all 
triangles ot every size and kind; the representation ot it is 
multiple6· and varies in size and torm. II. When we reason upon the propert1~s of the triangle we 
proceed trom a tixed and necessary idea; ·the representation 
changes. at every instant6 no S06 however6 the unity ot the idea. III. The idea ot a triangle ot any kind in particular is 
clear and evident; we see its properties in the -clearest manner; 
the representation onthe contrary is vague and contused. 
IV. The idea ot the triangle is the same to the man born 
blind and to h1m who has sight ••• The representation is ditfer-
entl tor ul it is a picture6 which it cannot be for the blind 
man. • •• " 
Having shown that geometrical ideas are not sensible r~resen~ 
ations 6 we can safely conclude that no kind ot ideas are.·~ 
Thus Balmes is caretu16 along with Reid6 to distinguish between 
the intellect and the imagination6 the idea and the 1mage. As We 
have noted above, however, he says that there "is somethingmys-
terious in the intellectual act": "The act of the understanding 
is, in its objective part6 exceedingly luminous l since by it we 
see what there is in objects; but 
~r ... j';,. IV, 17. 
~. IV6 18. 
in its subjective natUre, or 
(Fund. !!!!! · IV, 19. 
Ibid. IV6 21 •. 
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in itself, it is an internal fact, sim)le indeed, but incapable 
of being explained by words ••• AD explanation supposes v~ious 
notions, the combination of which may be expressed by language; 
in the intellectual act there are none of these."l 
He distinguishes two classes of ideas: geometrical and non-
geometrical. The geometrical ideas "embrice the whole sensible 
world so far as it can be perceived in the representation of 
space;" the non-geometrical ideas "inclu<le every kind'of being, 
whether sensible or not, and suppose a primitive element which 
is the representation of extension.w.2 The geometrical ideas, 
which always involve the ideas of relation and number, are infer-
ior to this matter, or to their sensible representations, to the 
non-geometrical ideas.' Thus arithmetic never requires the aid 
'of geometry, but geometry at every step needs that of arithmetic. 
Although we noted above that no ideas are sensible repre-
sentationsi he insists that geometrical ideas, as we conceive 
them, have a necessary relation to sensible intuition.4 
"Intuition belongs only to perceptive powers, to those b.f 
which the subject affected distinguishes between its affection 
and the object causing it5 ••• The sensations which are with the 
sreategt propriety called intuitive, are those of sight and 
touch. • .Hot every sensation is an intuition. • .Imaginary re-
productions of past sensations, or the imaginary i~oduction of 
possible sensations •• are •• unworthy of the name. "( 
These sensibleintuitioDS 8eem to be understood b.1 the intellect 
when the pure understanding acts upon them; "The act of pure 
IV, 27. 
IV, ,0. 
Phil. IV. '5. 
4Ibid • IV, 40. 
-5Ibid. IV, 69. 
6Ibid • IV, 71. 
7Ibid. IV, 72. 
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~nderstanding and that ot sensible intuition, are indeed ditter-
ent, but they meet in consciousness, as in .:'a common tielci'; and 
there they came in contact, the one.exercising its perceptive 
activity upon the material supplied by the other. nl 
, . 
In the above paragraphs, Balmes shows some similarity with 
the Scholastic view, espeCially when he lays that the intellect-
ive taculty acts upon the material supplied by the senses. Howev~ 
~e seems to torget that the intellect ot man is a passive or pos-
t; 
sible intellect which is made actual by the reception ot the 
substantial torms abstracted tram material objects.5 ACCOrding 
to Balmesihere is no acting intellect, but he insists in the 
toregoing paragraph that the pure understanding acts. It is rat~ 
~itticult to see why he admits that an intellect which is not 
acting is able to act upon the material supplied b7 sense. He 
says, moreover, that this activity takes place in consciousness, 
and here again he seems to place too great importance in that 
subjective element. Thus Balmes is again confronted with his 
most apparent ditficulty: he tinds it somewhat hard to explain 
how the material objects ot sense are made immaterial ,that they 
might be received into a potency that is purely immaterial. 
There are, moreover, two modes ot knowing: intuitive and 
!discursive. 
"Intuitive cognition is that in walch the subject is presented 
~o the understanding, such as it is, and upon whlch the percept. 
ive tacul~y has to exercise no function but that ot contempla-
tion. • • This intuition may take place in two ways. It may 
either present the object itsel:t to the perceptive taculty, and 
-{o-
unite them without any intermediary; or by the intervention of B.Il 
idea or representation, capable of PUtting the perceptive faculty 
in action, so that it may, without the necessity of combt.ation, 
see the object in this representation. The first requires the 
object perceived to be intelligible by itself •• the ~econd needs 
a representation to supply the place of the object."~ 
"Discursive cognition is that in which the understanding does 
not have the object it,self present, but forms it itself, so to 
speak, by uniting in one whole conception several partial con-
ceptions, Whos?econnection in one subjecl it has found out by 
ratiocination. 
lWi~h intuitive 'cognition, one is said to see; with discursive 
cognition, one is said to know. 
,;, 
Thus We see that Balmes adm1ts that we can intuit intel1ec1r 
ually objects which are materia.l. This we must insist is impos-
sible, for an immaterial faculty cannot apprehend directly an 
object which is material. According to St. Thomas, whatever is 
Ireceived is received according to the manner of the reCipient; 
~ut the recipient in this instance is an immaterial potency, 
!therefore the object received must first be :1mmaterialised. St. 
~homas therefore would not admit that it is natural to man in 
!this life directly to intuit a material obj ect; the immaterial 
~ssence must first be abstracted by the acting :ltntellect betore 
~he possible intellect can. be actualised. Here We may note also 
'tthat Balmes seems to f8.l.l into the error which he claimed was the 
!error of the Scholastics: he contuses seeing and lmowing. If' we 
~ere to intuit an object directly, We would most perfectly !!2! 
~t by becoming one with, it; and only by aualogy c()uld we say that 
~ intuiting We .!!! an object. Balmes, moreover, seems to make 
~ll discursive knowledge merely a combina.tion of various ideas, 
2 Ibid • I, 78. 
which appears to b.ave rather a nominalistic tinge. He seems to 
take no note ot the tact that the terms ot the propositioas used 
in discursive knowledge represent realities. 
Balmes continues to assert the existence ot pure intellect-
intuitions: "Retlection, comparison, abstraction, election, and 
all the acts' ot the understanding and will, include nothing ot 
the sensible ••• These tacts are presented to us immediately; we 
mow them, not by discursion, but by int'1ition.lIl He claims that 
consciousness attests the tact of the existence ot these intuit-
ive ideas.2 Indeed, we have in a certain mode idea-images by 
which We "mow minds distinct trom our own, by a kind otmediate, 
not immediate intuition, in so tar as they are presented to our 
consciousness as the image in a mirror."3 
The pertection ot intelligence involves extension and cl 
ness ot its intuitions. As the intinite being sees with the in-
tuition ot identity what belongs to its own essence, and jDas 
intimate and immediate relations with the whole universe, there 
is a most pertect representation ot all beings in God.4 "Hence 
it follows that every intelligent being will have its represent-
ativeness adapted to the functions it has to exercise in the 
universe. 'If' the being do not pertain to the order of intelli-
gence" its perceptive faculties will be l1m1ted to sensible 
intuitions, in a measure corresponding tothe place it is destined 
to occupy."S 
~li'und. Phil. IV, 83, 
Ibid. ~ 
3Ibid. 85. 
-
4Fund. Phil. IV, 106, 7,8. 
5 Ibid • IV,' 108. 
Here Balmes seems to have failed to note in his study ot 
at.Thomas, that the Angelic Doctor deals at length with a.hier-
archy otintellects, of which the lowest is that ot man. 1bile 
God knows all things as in one species which is His essence, and 
while the angels are said to mow throup comparatively tew con-
cepts, it does not follow, as Balmes wod1d seem to desire us to 
believe, that man must necessarily intuit in order to kIlow. 6 
Indeed, in this life, all that conscious~ess could tell us that 
we intuit would be our own existence; certainly cODsciousness 
does not attest to the existence of the numerous intuitive ideas 
which Balmes would cause us to possess. While the theory of the 
acting intellect may possibly be an ~perfect manner ot explain-
ing the knowledge ot man, at any rate it is much more satisfact-
ory than the intuitive ideas ot Balmes. The latter is constantly 
introducing the subjective element of consciousness to prove his 
pOint, and consciousness alone cannot be sufficient in explaining 
,... 
~ow the material object is received into the intellect. !here is 
danger in saying that consciousness attests that we experience 
many intuitive ideas, because we must first explain how those 
ideas were received into consciousness; and indeed howwould we 
then mow but that those ideas came from within and had no re-
lation to exterior objeots, which Balmes insists is necessary? He 
~eems to torget that the possibility of direct apprehension b.1 
the intelleot is conditioned b.1 the sense apprehension of COD-
crete data: Nihil ~ .!!! intellectu quod ~ prius f'uerit in 
JlEtDSU.. rr 
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Balmes insists that general ideas are not intuitive, be-
". 
cause they are not immediately applicable to an object. l iy gen-
eral ideas he seems to refer to our abstJ1act ideas: "Let us sup-
pose him to have general ideas, such as of being and of non-being 
of substance and acoidents, of the absolute and the oonditioned, 
of the necessary and contingent. ,12 He sa;-s, moreover, that "it is 
certain that general ideas, of themselves alone, do not lead to 
any positive result; or, in other words, they do not make us 
.. 
know existing beings; but if they be joined to pSl'tioular ones, 
a reciprooal influence is established between them, trom which 
cognition results."3 For example, experience shows us contingent 
be1ngs, and j01ned to that exper1ence the general propos1t1on, 
"Every contingent being must have a cause, It becomes fecund. 4 Here 
aga1n We find a reference to the necessity of consciousness, 
which is considered the cleSl'est of experiences.5 
Be distinguishes, moreover, between incomplete and indeter-
minate conceptions: "the former may refer to a positive thing, 
although imperfectly known; the latter inclUde nothing but a 
relation of ideas, meaning nothing in the order or facts."6 
Our general ideas, joined with a pSl'ticular experience, are, "in 
our inability to penetrate to the essence of things," an indis-
. 
pensable auxiliary. Indeed, as we shall see later, God only has 
the abstract essences of things known to Himself. 
Arter citing the principle of contradiction as an example, 
. lFund! !!!!! . IV, 89. 
2~. IV, 95. 
3Ibid. IV, 90. 
4Ib1d. IV, 92. 
5Ibid. IV, 94. 
6Ibid. IV, 97. 
e says that facts and general principles allow us to penetrate 
to the world of reality: 
.' 
"Starting with the data fUrnished b3" _terna1 aDd internal ex-
erience. and aided b3" those general principles which involve the 
r1mary conditions of every intelligence and of ev~ being. we 
are enabled to penetrate to the world of reality. and to lInow, 
although 1mperfectly. the assemblage' of beings which constitutes 
the universe. and the infinite cause whiOh made them a11. til 
.., 
. 
Indeed, these general principles are ~ priori conditions of in-
ellectual activity: -The intellectual activity has ~ priori con-
itions totally independent of sensibilitt. and app1icable to all 
objects. no matter what 1mpressions may have been their cause. n2 
Balmes here seems almost to regard our general ideas and 
rinciples as innate: .!: Eriori conditions of intellectual activ-
ty. Following the principle of St. Thomas that there is nothing 
in the intellect which was not previously in the senses. We must 
insist that even to objain a knowledge of those principles that 
e so f'ulldamenta1 that they are 1mmediate1y eVident, we must 
!rst have received them through the senses. ll:l the principle of 
ontradiction. for exaaw1e. we mow what being is by abstracting 
t trom obj ects that have being, and by that means on1ycouJ.d we 
any basis for our prinCiple of contradiction. 
He says that there is something of the necessary in all 
eas which are not verified by experience ~ If' general principles 
epended upon experience they would ceas e to be general. and 
ould be l1mited to a certain number of cases."3 tlGeneral and 
ecessary truths are imperative to all science; "4 . But these gen-
~d. Phil. IV. 110. 
-2 Ibid • IV. 207 (xi). 
3Fund. Phil. IV. 147. 
-4Ibid. 148. 
-
eral truths must be related to particular truths--a connection 
between the possible and existing objects--else all would.,be sub-
jective. l And as We have noted above, this meeting ot the general 
truths with the tacts ot exp~ience takes place in consciousness. 
Bere he states almost explicitly that general principles 
are innate. It does not follow at all t~t if general principles 
depended upon experience they should be 11mited. Bere again he 
shows that he does not understand the universal, nor does he un-
.. 
derstand how we can abstract an immaterial essence that is common 
to many individuals. The essences in themselves need not be 11m-
ited to any detinite number ot cases; they are determined only 
when they actuate determinable matter. 
We have now reached the cl:1max ot his system: how are We 
to understand in an immaterial manner what is material in real-
ity? In other words, what substitute can We make tor the acting 
intellect? He answers this in two ways: 1) in saying that tire ara.. 
. "' 
illumined by God, and 2) in the unu.sual tecundity ot the idea ot 
being. 
(1) Balmes says that a universal reason, which is not an abstrac- I 
tion trom particular reasons is a phenomenon common to all and 
which must have a universal cause: 
"There is. .a universal reason, the origin ot all finite 
reason, the source ot all truth, the light of all intelligence, 
the bond ot all beings. There is, then, above all phenomena, 
above all finite individuals, a being, in which is tound the 
bond ot all order, and ot all the community ot other beings. The 
unity, theretore, ot all human reason aftords a complete demon-
staation ot the existence ot God. The universal reason is; but 
17.-... ~w. 152 
un1versal reason is an unmeaning word, unless 1t deDote an in-
telligent, active being, a be10g by essence, the producer ot all 
be1n~s, ot all 1ntel11gences, the cause ot all, and the l~t of 
all. 1 
He cont1nues to say: 
"The object1v1ty ot our 1deas and the percept10n of necessary 
relat10ns in a poss1ble order, reveal a commun1cat10n ot our un-
derstanding w1th a being on wh1ch 1s toupded all poss1b1l1ty. 
Th1s poss1b1l1ty can be explained on no ~up.pos1t10n except that 
wh1ch makes the commun1cat10n cons 1st 1n the act10n ot God g1v1ng 
to our mind tacult1es percept1ve of the necessary relat10n of 
certain 1deas, based upon necessary, and representat1ve ot h1s 
inf101te esseDce. R2 -
,.. 
Thus we explain all ind1vidual and 1ntellectual phenomena by the 
universal su~s1st1Dg reason: 
"On this suPpos1t10n sc1ence 1s not full ot empty words, nor 
of mere creat10ns ot our reason, but of necessary relat10ns rep-
resented ~n a necessary being, and known by 1t from all etern1ty. 
Sc1ence 1s poss1ble; there 1s some necessity 1n contingent beings; 
their destruction does Dot destroy the eternal types of all bein 
the only object of science. All 1ndividual reason, sprung from 
the same source, partic1pates in one same l1ght,lives one same 
l1te, has one and the same patrimony, 18 indiv18ible 1n the cre-
ative principle, but divisible in creatures. The unity, then, or 
rather the uniformity ot community of human reason is pOSSible, 
is necessary_ The reason, then, of all men is united by the in-
finite intelligence: God then is in us; and the most profound ~ 
philosophical truth is conta1ned 10 these words ot the Apostle: 
'In ipso vivimus, movemur, et sumus.' __ .Thus we understand why 
we cannot give the reason ot many things; We see them; they are 
they are thus: they are necessary; more We cannot say. "3 
In the foregoing discussion, we note that the intellects 
of all men participate in the intelligence ot God, and also that 
they are united with God directly_ While we adm1t that our intel-
lects are an image of the Divine Intelligence, We need not admit 
that the only manner in which we can know is by direct knowledge 
through God. To say this is to revert to the teaching of Male-
branche that God is first in the order of knowledge, wh1ch is 
l.b!!i. Ph11. IV, 157. 2 Ibid •. IV, 170. 3Ib1d. IV, 172 
directly opposed to the system ot St. Thomas. According to St. 
Thomas we prove the existence ot God through our knowledge ot 
mater1al things as abstracted tram material objects. According 
to Balmes, the universal reason which is common to all men, is 
an immediate proot ot the existence ot God. By our idea ot the 
universal reason, we know the existence~t God. This indeed is 
cartesian; and when we say that we can know only through this one 
universal reason which is identical with God, We must say' that 
.. 
we know God tirst, which indicates that Balmes tends towards on-
tologism. The unity ot the universal intellect is strikingly r~ 
iniscent, moreover, ot the error ot the Averroists, who held the 
uni ty ot the act1ng intellect. Ii' Balmes is to admit that all our 
knowledge comes ultimately by reverting to an intellect Which is 
outside ot us, he must deny the substantial union ot the soul-.: and 
body, and besides that, he must deny individual immortality. 
(2) The idea ot being is contained in all selt-evident proposi ... 
.... 
tions, and is an "element indispensable to all intellectual acts~ 
It is indeterminate and therefore not intu1tive. Being is not, ot 
course, the only torm ot the understanding, but is an essential 
torm ot all perception.2 And indeed, existence enters in some 
degree as a condition ot everything perceived. We attirm or deny 
an essential relation or the thing--not the idea; but there is no 
attirmation or denial unless We admit ex1stence.3 
The idea ot being is the ~ qua ~ ot all our intellect-
ual acts: 
2Ibid. v. 41. 
-
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"The idea of being is mingled in every intellectual perception 
but, it is not offered to lls::wi th perfect clearness and distinct-
ness until we separaieit by reflection tram the particu~ ideas 
which accomisoy it." 
Indeed, as sensible representation is based up0n the finite 
intuition of extension, so the perceptive taculties of the pure 2 
understanding receive the idea of being as the1r foundation. • • 
All our cognItions flow trom the idea ot being and non-being, 
combined with intuitive ideas. (This idea ot being can) when 
~ited with others, and moditied in various ways, so illuminate 
the intellectual world as to merit to be- called the object ot the 
iunderstanding. "3 
. 
We must remember, however, that betore We could possibly 
~ossess the idea ot being We must first presuppose the acting 
intellect in order that the general notion ot being may be ab-
~tracted trom particular objects that possess being. Thus Balmes 
~s endeavoring to substitute something, for the acting intellect 
Fihich can be obtained only by an operation of the acting intellect. 
~deed, the general idea of being is the most primitive of all Otr 
~deas, having the least comprehension of all. In this re,pect it 
I1s fundamental. But the idea;"of being cannot serve to illuminate 
~he intellect in the manner Balmes would have us believe, tor in~ 
prder to possess this idea we must first presuppose the acting 
~ntellect. 
We cannot agree, therefore, with Maria Hermkes8in saying 
~hat the Balmesian theory of lmowledge is more satisfactory than 
~he theory of St.Thomas. It is apparent that Balmes would cause 
~s to lmow material reality by reference to ,(;& universal reason 
~hich is common to all, and by an idea of being which is not 
illuminative in the sense which he suggests. In his etfort to 
lFund. Phil. V; 111. 
--
3Ibid. V, 116. 
-
-. 
dispose of the 1ntell1g1ble species and the acting 1ntellect, he 
has fallen into subjectivism and ontolog1sm as his only weans of 
explaining how we can have knowledge of external reai1ty; and it 
is apparent f'ran what has been said above that neither can be-
came an effective substitute for the acting 1ntellect. 
-"'''''''-
Notes to Chapter IV 
1 cf. ~. Theol. I, q. 79, a. 3. 
!~. Theol. I, q. 8S, a. 2, corp. 
3 Ib1d. q. 85, a. 1, corp. 
-
4~. q. 86, a. 1. 
5 Ibld. I, q. ~9, a. 2 
-
.' 
6~. ca. 79, a 2, corp.: 
Ihtellectus autem humanus, qui est Infirmus in ordine 
1ntellectum, et maxime remotus a perfect10ne d1vinl 
1ntellectus, est in potent1a respectu intel11gib1l1um; et 
in princip10 est 's~cut tabula rasa, 1n qua nih1l est 
scr1ptum, t ut Philosophus d1cit. n 
,cf. Ep1stemologz, Coffey, pp. 15-16. 
8 Die Fundamental-;ehilosotie des Jaime Balmes, Marla Hermkes 
- en. on ":ra eas --1!he tap'fiys 1ca! Theory of Knowledge: 
trThat through these metaphysical speculat10ns the 
ins1ght into the actual relation between subject and objec 
would not be furthered, 1s clear without saying anything 
more; yet wh1le th1s train of thoughts contains the inner-
most foundat1ons of all the systems of Thomas, Descartes, 
Mal ebran che, here they show that they fit 1n only extran-
eously. OUr author, independent of these considerations, .. 
undertakes a more self-supporting solut1on of the question 
of how knowledge is brought about, in the 4th book of his 
Fundamental Philosophy." 
• • • • • 
"Dass durchdlese metaphysischen Spekulationen die 
Einsicht in d1e tatslch11che Bez1ehung zw1schen Subjekt '.-
und Objekt n1cht g~ordert wird, 1st ohnewe1teres klar; 
dennoch "haben d1ese Gedankeng!nge bei. .Thomas, Descartes, 
Malebranche in Ganzen der Systeme 1hre innere Begrtindung 
h1er aber scheinen sie nur 4usser11ch einge:rU.gt. Etne 
selbstind1gel'e Ldsung del' Frage nach dam W1e del' Erkenntn1 
unternimmt unser Autor unabh~gig von d1esen Erw!gungen 
1m 4. Buche del' Fundamentalphilosophie." 
Chapter V 
Summary and Conclus1ons 
We have v1ewed the epistemological doctrines of Jaime 
:Wciano Balmes under divers aspects: from the standpoint of the 
motive and basis of cert1tude and the ct iter1a ot truth, from 
.... 
his d1scussion ot the problem of sensation, and finally, from 
his rather original presentation ot the problem of intellectual 
lalowledge. Each of these we have endeav*,ed to present as 
clearly aDd as fairly as we were able; presenting the doctrines 
of St. Thomas and the Scholastics wherever there seemed to be a 
divergence on the part of Balmes from the traditional Scholasti-
cism. Whether we have accomp11shed our purpose remains for the 
reader to determine, but 1t is our s1ncere hope that we have 
been as just as we were able in discussing the epistemology of 
Balmes. 
We saw 1n the first place that the terminology of Balmes • 
was somewhat different trom tha.t of St. Thomas, especially inso-
far as the former fa1led to distingu1sh clearly between percept1a 
and concept1on and very often used those terms synon,mously. St. 
Thomas uses percept10n 1n relat10n to the actualisat10n ot a 
sense potency by the accidental forms ot a material object, and 
conception in relation to the actualisation of the intellective 
potency by the immaterial substantial torm of the material objec~ 
These distinct10ns Balmes did not keep in mind. The only other 
important misuse or terms by Balmes was his usage of the term 
-7""-
"common sensen which he is inclined to regard as an instinct 
rather than as a un1f"ying sense in which the divers perc$,ptions 
ot the various senses in relation to a single object are united. 
Balmes tails to recognise, moreover, that the ultimate 
motive and basis ot certitude is objective evidence. He sought 
to tind a number ot principles, such as~the principle ot contra-
diction, the simple tact ot consciousness expressing our exist-
ence, and the principle ot evidence. He does not expressly reach 
,.. 
any ultimate motive tor certitude, but in the course ot our dis= 
cussion we saw that the Cartesian principle "I think, Theretore 
I am" was merely a simple tact ot consciousn~~s upon which our 
knowledge could not be built, but which was presupposed to our 
~owledge; We saw that the principle ot contradiction could be 
~roved, even according to Balmes, only by objective evidence. 
~hus We saw that ultimately the Balmesian motives tor certitude 
can be reduced to one, namely, that ot objective evidence. 
.... 
Ba~es distinguished three criteria ot certitude: consciou~ 
Dess, evidence, and common sense. We noted that in his discussion 
ot the criterion ot consciousness he seemed to contuse the mere 
state ot consciousness with the activity ot introspection. He 
~eems to have been intluenced by psychology in his study ot 
~pistemology, and in many respects assumes almost the attitude ot 
~he psychologist rather than the attitUde ot the philosopher. As 
~e noted, however, at the conclusion of our dis~ussion ot con-
~ciousness as a criterion ot truth, consciousness is a necessary 
~rerequisite ot certitude, but Balmes admits that objectivity is 
-,.,-
necessary even for cons~iousness. Thus in sp1te ot some Contus-
in his discussion ot consciousness, Balmes ultimately r.sorts to 
objective evidence as his ultimate criterion. In his treatment 
ot the cr1ter1on ot evidence, we noted that perhaps even despite 
himself, he cl~ly indicates the necessity ot objective evidenc~ 
and in his treatment ot common sense sa,a criterion ot truth, his 
1tticulty aeems to be almost exactly the same as that ot nearly 
the entire Eng11sh and Scottish schools, namely, that many things ,. 
h,1ch are exceedingly cormnon to all are known almost spontaneous-
'1', with no apparent reference to reason or objectivity. We have 
dicated in treating this criterion, that hls difficulty has 
een solved by DtArcy in his theory of Interpretation aDd Indirect 
eterence, which ahow that the evidence in those things wh1ch 
:ve become common knowledge 18 so great that it 1& almost in-
Thus we may reduce the three criteria of Balmes into one, 
that of objective evidence. 
. ... 
In his treatment of Sensation, Balmes is inclined to be 
erhaps a little too subjective, and he fails to distinguish be-
tween sensation as a subjective state, and perception by which 
the sense potency is mOd1tied by the accidBDtal forms of the 
bject. His chief ditf'iculty lies 1n his means of relating S8D8a-
ions to the exterior world. He will not e.dm1t that all sensationl 
volve a relation to external objects, but in those that are re-
ated to external objects he falls back upon a "nece~sity of our 
ature" which causes us to believe that such relations exist. 
h1s of course, is entirely against the Thomistic view, whicn 
-,7---
insists that all senses are related to external objects, and in-
deed that the sense potency becomes actual only when the~ensible 
torm determines it. As we saw in Chapter tour, his real ditf,icul-q 
lies in his tailure to accept the sensible species, tor without 
the sensible species he tinds it d1tticult to proceed trom his 
subjective consideration ot sensation tn objective reality. 
A comparatively minor problem ensues. In his desire to 
show that touch is interior to the other external senses, he 
,.. 
endeavors to show that the sense ot sight alone is able to per-
ceive surtace, distance, motion, etc., which are regarded by 
St. Thamas as common sensibles. 
The problem of intellection presents the greatest difficu~ 
to Balmes. He reduces the relationship between subject and object 
to that of identity of causality, but the relationship of caus-
ali ty can exist only iD.f'God. Ther efore, subj ect and obj ect are 
related only by identity; and in order that this be poss·ible, the 
object,as he himself insists, must possess immateriality and 
activity. But Balmes rejects the sensible and intelligible 
speoies and the acting intellect as unnecessary. His problem, 
then, in his theory of knowledge is to render immaterial and 
actual what is in reality material. This he dOes by referring to 
the universal rea.on, which he accepts as a proot of the exist-
ence of God, and the idea of being. But the latter is entirely 
insufficient, as We have shown, and the former is tainted with 
ontologism. Balmes has found it almost impossible to explain his 
intuition of' material reality by means of' an immaterial faculty; 
, .Q 
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and his difficulty lies precisely in his refusal to acc&pt the 
"poetic" species theory and the acting intellect. He tries al-' 
most every conceiva.'le means to explain his theory ~ but none o-r 
them are as acceptible as the doctrine of St.Thomas~ which mc~ 
the theory of the acting intellect. 
We cODclude~ then, that the epistemology of Jaime Luciano 
-
Balmes divagates into various phases. No one system seems to 
have had complete influence over him in formulating his philoso-
phy. Indeed~ We must admit that his philosophy is syncretistic, 
combining elements of eubjectivism~ nominalism, ontologism, 
cartesianism, and indeed Thomism. Fundamentally, he seems to havE 
been influenced by the writings of the Angelic Doctor, but~ liv-
ing in a period of philosophic distress, he has been tainted by 
some of the errors of modern philosophy. In spite of all that~ 
however, he has achieved a worthy success in the field of phil-
osophy, not perhaps so much as an individual or a new philosopher 
but especially as a critic of many of the more flagrant errors 
of the moderns. As a critic his influence has been most edifying; 
as a philosopher in his own right his success ~s been less 
great--overShadowed, as it were, by the genius and sublimity of 
our Saint and Doctor, Thomas of Aquin. 
-J'-
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